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CHAPTER 1

THE EXPERIMENT

The data used for the analyses contained in this thesis were

obtained from three exposures to a radio-frequency separated K+-beam

[Athe733 of the Big European Bubble Chamber BEBC [BEBCUs], filled with

liquid hydrogen. Approximately 100,000 interactions were recorded on

film. The description of the experimental set-up is restricted to a

discussion of the beam and the bubble chamber and presented in section

1.1.

The data on film were scanned and measured in collaboration of six

laboratories:

University of Brussels

CERN - Geneva

University of Genova

University of Moris

University of Nijmegen

IHEP - Serpukhov

Belgium

Switzerland

Italy

Belgium

the Netherlands

USSR

In section 1.2 we will give an outline of the scan and measurement

procedures at Nijmegen.

Before the measured data can be used for physics analysis, they must

be processed through a reconstruction and data reduction chain. The end

product of this program chain is the so-called Data Summary Tape (DST).

The computer programs which transform the raw measurements into DST's are

described In section 1.3.
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1.1 BEAM AND BUBBLE CHAMBER

In our experiment we used an RF-separated K+ beam with a nominal

beam momentum of 70 GeV/c and a momentum spread Ap/p of 0.25%. The

percentage of K+ was in the order of 95%, implying a negligible

contamination by other particles: the percentages of «, y and deuterons

were estimated to be in the order of 2», 1% and 1.5*. respectively. In

the off-line analysis these small contaminations were excluded from the

data sample by using tagging information.

The beam originates from a target, which has been exposed to a 400

Gev/c secondary proton beam from the SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) at

CERN. It travels over a distance of 895 meters before entering BEBC. The

beam-line consists of three stages:

1) In the first stage a monochromatic beam (i.e. a beam in which all

particles have approximately the same momentum) is created by

filtering through a momentum slit (collimator) after deflection by a

magnetic field. A momentum spread Ap/p ~ 0.1% is achieved by using a

collimator with an opening of 2.2 mm.

2) In the second stage the kaon separation is performed by using two

radio-frequency electromagnetic fields separated by a distance of

504 meters. The RF frequency is approximately 5.7 GHz. A particle

attains the maximum deflection if it meets the two RF-fields in

phase. The difference between the phases with which particles see

the two fields depends on the velocity of the particle; in a

monochromatic beam the velocity is a measure for the mass of the

particle. By adjusting the relative phase of the two RF-cavities in

such a way, that only the particle with the kaon mass will meet the

two cavities in phase, one achieves that kaons obtain on the average

a larger deviation than the other particles in the beam. A beam

stopper is positioned in such a way that only the kaons fly through,

whereas the non-deflected particles are absorbed in the stopper.

More details on the RF separation can be found in [Athe73] and

[Poel82].

3) The third stage serves the purpose of final cleaning and shaping of

the beam, using bending magnets and collimators. A parallel beam

H
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with momentum spread £p/p ~ 0.25% is obtained. This part of the

beam-line also contains the tagging system, a set-up of two

threshold Cerenkov counters and two coded scintillation hodoscope

counters, allowing a final check on the identity of the individual

beam particles. The flags set by this tagging system can be used to

eliminate interactions caused by residual (non-K+) beam

contaminations, in particular pions, protons and deuterons. The rauon

contamination is estimated by using the fact that muons are hardly

affected by the beam stopper in the mass separation system. With the

RF cavities turned off, all the hadrons stop in the beam stopper,

whereas the muons fly through and produce tracks in the bubble

chamber. Counting of these tracks obviously provides a measure for

the muon contamination.

The necessary tuning and'controlling of the beam is done with the

help of multi-wire proportional chambers, a scintillation counter and the

hodoscopes from the tagging system.

The main detector in our experiment is the Big European Bubble

Chamber BEBC. The chamber body is a large cylindrical metal vessel with a

diameter of 3.7 m and a height of 4 m, containing 35,000 litres of liquid

hydrogen. The expansion piston is at the bottom, the four cameras used

are mounted on the top. The cameras are equipped with so-called fish-eye

(i.e. wide-angle) objectives. Each camera has a circular flash

illumination system around it, the light of which is reflected

preferentially in the direction of the attached camera. The latter effect

is obtained by covering the inside walls with Scotchlite, a special

optical material which reflects light in the direction of incidence only.

If the backseattered light meets a bubble, it is scattered away from the

camera lense; as a result the bubble appears (on the negative image) as a

dark spot on a bright background. This technique is therefore called

bright field illumination.

A homogeneous magnetic field of 35 kG is generated by two

superconducting coils, cooled by liquid helium. The temperature of the

chamber is controlled by means of hydrogen-operated heat exchangers. The

liquid hydrogen temperature in the bubble chamber is approximately 26°K;

1
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the pressure is kept at 5.3 kg/cm2.

The hydrogen density as measured during operation of the chamber is

(0.0620±0.0008) g/cm3. Through the piston expansion a pressure drop of

3.8 kg/cm2 is accomplished; due to the adiabatic expansion the liquid

hydrogen is brought in a condition sensitive to bubble formation. The

bean particles are injected just before the minimum pressure is reached;

tracks (strings of bubbles) are formed along the trajectories both of the

beam and of the charged secondary particles. The flash light is delayed

by approximately 10 milliseconds allowing the bubbles to grow to a

diameter of some 600 pm.

Depending on the running period the bubble chamber was used in

single, double or triple pulsing mode; this means that there were one,

two or three expansions per SPS-cycle of - 8 seconds, respectively, The

picture taking was triggered on the basis of the tagging information. In

all the runs only one expansion per SPS-cycle was used for K+p

interactions.

More details on the bubble chamber and the optical system can be

found in [Poel82] and [BEBCUs].

Large bubble chambers have several problems and shortcomings, for

example:

- The spatial resolution is limited to - 250-500 um due to thermal

turbulences.

- The event rate is limited by the rather low expansion rate.

- Particle identification is restricted to the low momentum range (for

momenta larger than -1.2 GeV/c visual identification of particles by

estimating the ionization is no longer meaningful).

- Considerable distortions are introduced by the optics, especially if

fish-eye objectives are used.

Despite the above-mentioned disadvantages BE8C was used as the

central detector in this experiment, because it has a number of merits

for high energy hadron physics. It has first of all the virtues of any

bubble chamber, i.e.:

- It covers the full solid angle; as a consequence the biases are

minimal. A 100* angular acceptane is not easily achieved with purely
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electronic devices.

- It provides a visual picture of every individual interaction. This is

helpful in understanding the experimental, deficiencies and losses.

- It allows for an accurate determination of vertex positions.

Being a very large bubble chamber, BEBC offers some additional advanta-

ges:

- A large chamber volume implies a large scanning volume ("fiducial

volume"), not only for primary vertices, but also for charged decays

of semi-stable neutral particles (e.g. y,¥^/\/\). In a large chamber

losses due to decays outside the fiducial volume are minimal, whereas

a rather large fraction of the neutrals may remain undetected in

smaller bubble chambers.

- The large fiducial volume allows to measure tracks over a

considerable length: Ap/p - Cj/L + C2-p
2/L^; as a result the momentum

measurement can be quite accurate. In addition it becomes also

possible to estimate the energy loss from the decrease of the radius

of curvature. For a track of known momentum the energy loss per unit

of length gives information on the mass and identity of the particle.

&};
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1.2 SCANNING AND MEASUREMENTS

The first step in the analysis of the film consisted of the

so-called scanning procedure. All four views of every picture were

inspected three times for the presence and type of Interactions. The

first two scans were done completely independently; this allows an

estimate of the scanning efficiency. The differences between the first

two scans were sorted out in a third comparison scan.

Scanning was done on two different types of tables, called Bessys

and Abels respectively, both consisting of a projection table, a film

projector and a film transport system. The magnification factor between

the film image and the projection on the table is 17 for the Bessys and

49 for the Abels. During scanning all relevant information concerning the

pictures was entered into a PDP11/40 computer via the On-Line System

(OLS). Details on OLS can be found in [Poel823.

The information registered during scanning contains among others:

- roll and frame number, operator code, date, etc.

- the number of beam tracks per picture.

- the number of primary vertices per picture

- the number of charged secondary particles per primary vertex; this

quantity is called the "charged multiplicity"

- each secondary vertex and the number of charged (tertiary) tracks

. - the type of the vertices (primary, neutral decay, charged decay or

kink, etc)

- the type of the charged tracks (charged track, stopping track, etc.)

- the ionization information for each charged track (if available)

The decays of neutral particles into two charged particles are

subdivided into V^'s (hadronic decays), Y'S (pair formations Y -> e+e~)

and decays which are ambiguous between V° and y.

Events with the primary vertex outside a well-defined scanning

volume (fiducial volume) were rejected. Also a cut on the maximum number

of primary interactions per picture was applied.

The internal consistency of the information is checked by the OLS

monitoring routines. In case of errors a message is displayed, informing

the operator that an error has been discovered. In addition the message

I
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informs the operator what action should be taken or what kind of action

has been taken by OLS to correct for the error. Due to the fish-eye

optics some extra difficulties occur during scanning:

- Beam tracks are not straight lines. At high energies the curvature of

a track due to the magnetic field is negligible; therefore in

chambers with convential optics the bean tracks appear as straight

lines. Fish-eye lenses, however, introduce distortions which give

rise to curved images of beam tracks. This problem can be solved

using templates showing the expected curvature of beam tracks in

function of the position of the track in the chamber

- Neutral tracks are not straight lines. Uncharged particles are not

sensitive to external magnetic fields and are bound to follow

straight lines. Although neutral particles do not form tracks in the

bubble chamber, their straight trajectories, defined by production

and decay point, can be helpful in establishing the connection

between the decay vertex and the primary vertex at which this neutral

particle was produced. This association is hampered however by the

distortions coming from the fish-eye optics. A special template is

needed to handle this problem. In those cases where a V can be

associated with more than one primary vertex, all possible

associations were passed onto the computer; such ambiguities are then

resolved in a later stage of the analysis.

- Stopping tracks are not easily distinguished from tracks that leave

the chamber. This is due to the fact that the optical axes of the

BEBC cameras are not parallel. Sometimes one can nevertheless check

whether a track leaves the chamber by taking advantage of "unwanted"

reflections of the Scotchlite: if a track approches the chamber wall

first a broad image is formed, which then again converges into a

sharp image at the point where the track actually leaves the chamber.

The average scanning speed (for all three scans) was approximately one

event per hour per scanning device.

The output of the third scan was used to select the events which

have to be measured. Sometimes the decisions made during the third scan

had to be modified as a result of the measurement process. For the data

from run 2 and run 3 the third scan and the actual measurement were

1 - 7 -
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J| combined. To maintain a good and homogeneous quality, events that did not ' •-

:'̂  meet certain criteria were excluded from subsequent measurements; these /;

0, events were assigned either a reject code or skipped altogether. 11>-

Ifi Measurements were done on the Abels only. The Abels are accurate ,0

hand-measuring devices with extensive operator-computer interactions. The ^

•.,..- advantage of this type of manual devices over more automatic ones, is •

\f< that the measurement efficiency remains good also for very complex •

,.:"' events. Their disadvantage Is slowness. •=;

. The pictures (one for each of the 4 views used) are clamped onto a ;

U stage, which can be moved under operator control in a horizontal plane ;

K>i (XY-plane). Only the film gates and the film transport are mounted on

this stage; the light boxes and the lenses, as well as a reference cross

projector are mounted on a fixed frame. The view to be measured is

projected onto the measurement table underneath. The operator moves the

XY-stage (and therefore the picture on the table) until the image of the

point to be measured (a vertex point or a point on a track) coincides

with the fixed reference cross. The current position of the XY-stage is ":'

then digitized and transmitted to the computer via the on-line system

(OLS). The position of the XY-stage is controlled by a speedball. A

TV-system has been added for extra magnification of part of the picture:

an area of (4x4)cm^ on the table around the reference cross. This

TV-picture is used for more accurate positioning of the reference cross

on the track image. The uncertainties in the measured X- and

Y-coordinates of a point vary slightly from machine to machine, but are

in general less than 5 um on film.

Due to stage movements in X- and/or Y-directions, caused by

inaccuracies in the guidance system, distortions may occur. In addition

temperature changes may lead to dilatations of the aluminium X- and

Y-carriage. These effects can be estimated by measuring an accurate test

grid; thii results of these calibration measurements are then used to

correct for the above-mentioned imperfections.

The measurement of an event consists of

- measurement of a set of very exactly defined reference points on the

chamber walls; these reference points are called "fiducials11.

- measurement of all vertices in all views (if possible).

- 8 -
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- measurement of a number of points on each track; all tracks are
measured starting from the vertex and moving outwards.

- label assignment to "special" tracks.such,as stopping tracks, curly

electron tracks, straight tracks, etc.. A complete list of the labels

used can be found in [Poel82].

The order of thfe vertices and tracks is arbitrary, but should be the same

in all four views.

On the Abel3 a facility has been added which automatically centers

the reference cross on the middle of the track, i.e. the point of maximum

contrast. Thi operator just has to put the reference cross roughly on the

track. This sped up the measurement process considerably. The average

measurement speed was of the order of one event (four views) per Abel per

hour. More detailed information on the organisation of the scanning and

measurement process in Nijmegen can be found in [PoelSi].

- 9 -
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1.3 GEOMETRICAL RECONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL DATA REDUCTION

The output of the measurements was collected by the OLS-system and

reformatted into a new general purpose data structure [Z0II71»]. This file

formed the input for the geometrical reconstruction program (GEOMETRY).

The GEOMETRY program uses the coordinates measured on the j;.
'if'

photographic stereo quadruplets to perform a spatial reconstruction of

the event. The parameters that describe the spatial configuration of an |

event are the x-, y- and z-coordinates of all the vertices and the

inverse momentum (1/p), the azimuthal angle (<|>) and the dip (9) of each ^

track. All these variables are defined with respect to the BEBC reference f

frame and are determined by means of constrained least squares fits. For %

each charged track with momentum less than a certain cutoff value the :|

parametrization of the track is done for the different possible &

mass-assignments. In our experiment a somewhat arbitrary value of 4 GeV/c |L

was chosen as a cutoff. The mass-dependence stems from multiple "r

scattering effects and from energy and momentum losses due to ionization.

The chi-square value obtained for each mass assignment gives a measure

for the probability of the specific mass hypothesis considered. In

calculating these probabilities one has to take into account the

resolution of the measuring device. For this purpose the errors obtained f

from the fit were multiplied with a factor, depending on the resolution ;

of the measurement chain, the so-called setting error (~ 710+90 ym for ,

Nijmegen [Poel82]). *

In order to transform the measurements from the film-plane to the

BEBC reference frame, one has to provide the GEOMETRY program with a :

number of coefficients which describe the optical system and the BEBC

geometry; these coefficients are called "titles" [BEBCUs]. The optical

titles describe the properties of the fish-eye lenses and are determined

from measurements of an accurate grid. The geometrical constants of the y

chamber itself are derived from fits to a number of known reference '

points on the chamber walls: the so-called fiducial marks. 1

Since events in the energy range of our experiment usually have a 3;

complicated topological structure, the reconstruction is often very f

difficult. For a certain fraction of the events the GEOMETRY program is ]

I
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not able to disentangle the structure completely by itself. In most cases

the problem is related to the proper matching of the tracks in different

views. A special program, called GEOCHECK. was developed to monitor the

reconstruction quality and to give a list of so-called "funnies", i.e.

events in which the GEOMETRY program failed. A large fraction of these

"funnies" could be reincluded in the sample of good events immediately

after inspection of the GEOMETRY output or after supplying additional

information (mostly concerning the track-matching) to the reconstruction

program by hand. Some of the remaining events had to be inspected

visually (on the table) or even to be remeasured. A minor fraction of the

events (- 1X of the run-2 events) had to be abandoned completely. The

geometry output tape (GST) was written in a uniform format and

distributed over the laboratories participating in the experiment.

The GST was processed through two fitting programs: one for

secondary neutral decay (V° and Y) fitting and one for the fitting of

primary vertices with 2 and 4 outgoing charged tracks. No fits were done

to primary vertices with secondary Y. K°, A and A decays.

The fits to V° and Y decays are constrained least squares fits to

the hypotheses of K°, A and A decay and of e+e~ pair production,

respectively. The "best" values for 1/p, 6 and $ are determined for the

neutral particle as well as for its decay tracks. V°'s and Y'S are fitted

in association with the position of their potential primary vertex

whenever possible; in the cases where no connected fit was possible, also

unconnected fits were tried. The chi-square of the kinematical fit yields

a probability estimate for the hypothesis under consideration. Fits with

a probability less than 10~4 are rejected. Only in less than 0.5* of the

cases did none of the hypotheses give a successful fit; such decays could

not be used for further analysis. Their loss was corrected for by means

of a multiplicative factor. The estimated losses of neutral decays due to

the kinematical fitting procedure are (3±2)% for the K° and (5±3)% for A

and A, respectively.

A similar procedure has been applied to primary vertices. The

hypotheses tried are the exclusive channels K*p -> K+P, K+p -> K*Pi?+ir,

K*P •> K+pK*K~ and K*p -> K+ppp. Only the elastic two-prong channel was

used for the analyses contained in this thesis, namely for the rejection

IPI
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H~i of elastic events. The 2-prongs without a succesful fit to the K*p -> K+P ||

':\\ hypothesis were nevertheless sometimes accepted as elastic events, >:""

""* provided they satisfied certain cuts on the missing mass to the slowest l\

outgoing track and/or on the angle between the measured direction of the :J

^: fastest outgoing track and the direction expected for an elastic event "•-

;;-i from the measured momentum of the slowest particle. ;;

||: The output of the GEOMETRY program and of the kinematical fitting I:

y programs was collected .and summarized into a Data Summary Tape. These |v

V tapes are the end product of the production chain and were distributed in 'Q:

V: a standardized format among the participating institutes. A description . •;

: of the DST format can be found in [Ross82]. The data analysis described -'

y in chapter 2 of this thesis and in the publications of our collaboration :

j was based on these DST-tapes.

:|
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CHAPTER 2

THE PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

In the previous chapter we have discussed the experimental set-up

and all the subsequent steps needed to extract a Data Summary Tape (DST)

from the experimental data, The DST lies at the heart of all the more

specialized analyses on selected parts of the data sample. In most cases

the information contained in the DST is sufficient for the application of

the corrections and for the calculations needed in the interpretation of

the data and in comparisons with the predictions from theory and models. V

The extraction of the relevant information from the DST is facilitated by

the fact that in a bubble chamber experiment biases are minimal and .

therefore corrections relatively easy to apply. From the DST a large

variety of subsamples is accessible. An (incomplete) list of topics that

have been studied by our collaboration is given in reference [WA27].

For the analyses contained in this thesis, the more relevant

subsamples of the data are the ones described in references [Bar8ia],

[Bar81b] and [Bar83a], i.e. the data on inclusive K° and W* production, "

as well as on the resonant two-particle channel Kg90 -> Kit. In section 2.3

we will discuss the K" sample; in section 2.4 the charged pion results. -•;-

All our results are normalized to the topological cross sections >

from references [Bar79] and [Bar82b]. These cross sections, as well as a ;.

description of the procedure followed in determining them, will be

presented in section 2.2. :

For a good interpretation of the data it is required to understand

the kinematic variables as a function of which the data are presented .'•

and/or parametrized. We will therefore first explain the meaning of the ;

more important variables used and discuss their relevance for our

analyses.

" 13 "
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2.1 THE KINEMATIC VARIABLES

Many variables used in the analysis of soft hadronic interactions in

the framework of quark parton models find their origin in the analysis of

the deep inelastic (i.e. hard) scattering of leptons and nudeons or DIS.

In these processes the lepton is assumed to collide with one of the

pointlike constituents of the nucleon, the so-called partons. The

reaction mechanism is sketched in figure 2.1.

I
II

Ê

M

i
I

Scattered
parton

t

m
h • V

Figure 2A: A sketch of the veaetion mehanim in deep inelaetio
lepton-nueleon interactions. The incident and outgoing
leptons are denoted by I and I', respectively; p denotes
the incident proton and X the outgoing hadrons; the
four-momentum transfer q is indicated by the curved line
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Inclusive interactions 1 + N -> l ' + X (where 1 and 1' denote the in-

cident and outgoing lepton, respectively) carry two internal degrees of

freedom (assuming azimuthal symmetry); therefore only two independent va-

riables are needed. A commonly used set of variables consists of Q2

and v:

Q2 = -q2 = -(p'-p)2

= 2E-E'(1-cos8)

v . Q 2

2p.q

= E' - E

(I.a)

(1.b)

(2.a)

(2.b)

where E (E1) and p (p1) denote the lab-energy and the four-momentum of

the incident (outgoing) lepton and 6 the lab scattering angle of the

outgoing lepton. The four-momentum squared Q 2 measures the energy and

wavelength of the probe and determines the distance scale which can be

resolved. In (1.b) and (2.b) all masses have been neglected.

In the above formulas Q 2 is written down on the level of parton

variables; it could equally be evaluated on the level of hadron

variables, e.g. between h., and hg for reactions of the type

h.j + h_ -» ho +X. For quasi two-body interactions Q2 is equivalent with

the so-called Mandelstamm variable t, the four-momentum transfer squared.

The mass-squared of the hadronic final state system is then given by

W2 = 2M. v + H 2 - Q 2 (3)

where M stands for the proton mass.

From Q 2 and one can derive other sets of independent variables,

which convey equivalent information on the collision. A commonly used set

consists of the dimensionless variables Bjorken-x (xBJ and y, defined

as:

2H.V

Ë

(4)

(5)
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If Xgj equals 1t the Interaction is elastic; the lower the value of

the more inelastic the collision. Some properties of Xgj and y are given

in figure 2.2.

In the approximation that the partons are exactly pointlike, their

interactions do not contain a distance scale; the normalized momentum

distributions of the partons are then expected to be independent of the

Q2 of the probe. This is called "Bjorken scaling". It has been verified

I

I
I

^Elastic
ton

57 o

\ "

I
1

2*2: Lines of oonetant xgj and of aonetünt V in the fS% »J
plane» The dashed region indicates the (Q2, v)-region of
elastic scattering
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to hold experimentally. The small deviations (called "scaling

violations") are attributable to quark-gluon and gluon-gluon couplings

and are calculable in the framework of Quantum Chromo Dynamics or QCD

[Poli74], at present the preferred gauge field theory for the strong

interaction.

The above-mentioned variables describe the interaction of one

pointlike particle, the incident lepton, with another pointlike particle,

a constituent parton in the target-nucleon. In low-pt processes, however,

also the incident beam particles are composite objects and as the momenta

of the individual constituents are only known on average, the variables

Q2 and become only indirectly measurable. Nevertheless they remain very

useful in the study of soft hadronic interactions; we will show later how

they are used and how in particular Q2 can be estimated (see chapter 4).

In soft hadronic interactions one defines for each final state

particle a so-called Feynman-x, which in the overall center of mass frame

is given by

PL
x F =

Pmax
(6)

where P m a x denotes the maximum momentum which a particle is allowed to

have by energy and momentum conservation; p* is the measured longitudinal

center of mass momentum. In the high energy approximation P m a x is equal

to -l\|s, where the Handelstam variable s denotes the square of the total

energy. The range of x F is obviously limited to -1 i x F i 1 (Bjorken-x

runs from 0 to 1 only).

In formula (6) the Feynman-x variable is defined in the overall

center of mass frame. Clearly the value of Pi/p^ax and its variations

depend on the reference frame in which the calculations are done. On the

other hand (E /pmax) d/dxF = Xp-d/dxp is a Lorentz invariant quantity.

The latter property has been helpful in defining a new longitudinal

variable y, called "rapidity", whose derivative dy is invariant under a

longitudinal Lorentz boost. In any frame the value of the rapidity can be

calculated as

(7)
B-pL

|

m
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The center of mass rapidity is usually denoted by y . It can be shown

that in any inertial frame the rapidity is a measure for the velocity of

the particle in that frame.

In deep inelastic leptoproduction the momentum distributions of

quarks inside a nucleon can be measured and parametrized as a function of

x Bj. in many quark parton models soft hadronic processes are related to

deep inelastic interactions by simply taking over the above-mentioned

parametrizations, replacing x B j by the Feynman-x variable xp. Indeed the

two variables xBj and xp are closely related. This can easily be

demonstrated in the Lab-system [Perk82] (see figure 2.3)* For that

purpose we will derive first a relation between P and the four-momentum

transfer q in the interaction. In the so-called infinite momentum frame

(i.e. a frame in which the 3-momentum of the target proton is very large)

all masses are negligible. Suppose that the target proton has a

four-momentum P = (P,O,O,P) and consists of a number óf partons, which

move parallel to the proton with four-momenta x.pW. Suppose that a parton

with mass m scatters elastically with the incident lepton. Then

or

(x.p + q ) 2 = -m2 = 0

X 2P 2 + q2 + 2xP.q = 0

(8)

(9)

This relation is Lorentz-invariant and therefore valid in any frame,

provided one neglects transverse masses. If |x2P2| = x2M2 « q2, one

obtains immediately

2P-«q 2M«
(10)

where the invariant scalar product P.q has been evaluated in the

laboratory system. Comparing formulae (4) and (10), one immediately sees

KBj * M (11)

This relation is the basis for comparisons between deep inelastic

scattering and soft hadronic results in terms of the scaling variable

'x', standing for either Xp or x Bj, depending on the process; under study.

- 18 -
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In studies of deep inelastic scattering the probability density to

find a u- or a d- quark in a proton at a momentum fraction between x and

x+dx is denoted by u(x) and d(x). By isospin invariance, these

distributions are also applicable to the distributions of respectively

the d- and u-quarks in a neutron. These momentum distributions depend on

the Lorentz frame in which they have been measured. Therefore one usually

tries to express results in terms of Lorentz invariant quantities; in the

'4

f

''s. xP

\

(l-x)P

0
Figure 2.3: Deep inelastic lepbon mutleon interaction. This figure

define a the variables used in the text to derive the

approximate equality of xgj and xF
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case of quark momentum distributions one works with the distributions

xu(x) and xd(x) which (in the limit of high energies) are indeed the

invariant distributions*.

Later we will see that in some models the quark distributions in a

proton are closely related to the longitudinal momentum distributions of

particles which are produced in the fragmentation of this proton. This

relationship can only be investigated properly if one uses a suitable

definition of the momentum 'distribution of the particles involved. In

particular this type of momentum distribution should be defined in such a

way that it has the same fundamental properties which have been embedded

in the quark distributions xq(x) (now "q" stands for a quark or

anti-quark of any flavour). More specifically the definition should be

Lorentz invariant and consistent with Bjorken scaling. For inclusive

channels of the type h 1 +h 2 -» h?+X one defines the so-called invariant

structure function as

where x and pt indicate the Feynman variable and the transverse momentum

of particle hj. The wanted longitudinal distribution is then defined as
oo

f(x) = ƒ dp|
Pmax dxdPt

where o denotes the (differential) cross section for the specific channel

and Oj n is the total inelastic cross section (or better: the total

non-diffractive cross section) for the interaction h.ho •> anything. The

inelastic (non-diffractivë) cross section is preferable to the total

cross section as elastic scattering falls outside the scope of current

low-pt models. In the limit of x -> 1 this function is in good

approximation equal to (x/»in) .(dor/dx).

Most of the models for soft hadronic interactions only possess

& • •

•) Note that e.g. xu(x) = (x.l_)N.. where Nu
dx u

denotes the number of u-quarks.
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predictive power for the longitudinal structure function. The transverse

part of the structure function falls outside the scope of many models,

but it is known to behave more or less as an exponential in p|. in some

models this knowledge is implemented as a phenomenological input in order

to enhance the predictive capabilities of the model. In low-pt reactions

the average transverse momentum squared is in the order of 350 (MeV/c)2,

I

•*-.'?«
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2.2 TOPOLOGICAL CROSS SECTIONS

The calculation of topological cross sections starts with an

evaluation of the scanning results. For each event the charged topology

(i.e. number of outgoing charged tracks) was counted and registered.

Wrong topology assignments were corrected for in the following way:

a) All odd pronged topologies (inconsistent with charge conservation)

were reexamined carefully on the scanning table with the maximum

magnification available. Three-prong events were corrected for the

expected number of T-decays (K+ -» n+u+iT). The remaining number of

odd topologies were redistributed among their neighbouring event

topologies proportional to the population of those topologies.

b) All detected electrons and apparent Dalitz-pair tracks were included

in the prong counts. The empirical rule <nT|o> s <n_> + o.H [Wrob77]

(n_ is the average number of produced negative particles) was used

to calculate the expected number of Dalitz-pairs. They were then

distributed over the different topologies according to the observed

number of gammas in that topology.

c) Corrections for V°'s and gammas occurring too close to the primary

vertex were evaluated for each topology by extrapolating to zero the

distributions of the distance between the primary and the neutral

vertices, assuming an exponential distribution. Appropiate

topology-dependent correction factors were applied to reduce the

charged multiplicities accordingly.

The output of the measurements was used to apply a correction for

the loss of elastic events. Elastic events usually consist of a very

3hort and hardly visible slow proton track plus a fast kaon track, which

follows almost exactly the direction of the beam track. As a result a

considerable fraction of the elastic events was not noticed in any scan.

The correction for these losses was calculated by fitting the do/dt

distribution [Bar793 for elastic events to an exponential

m

da _ _-8.1t+2.2t'i

dt (13)

and extrapolating this curve to zero, using the constraint given by the

optical theorem. The t-variable is the hadron-hadron quasi-two-body

- 22 -
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variable equivalent to Q2 referred to under 2.1.

Initially elastic events were selected from the sample of two-prongs

having tracks compatible with a kaon and a proton mass assignment, by

cuts on missing mass squared and the so-called coplanarity. No azimuthal

correction (for slow proton tracks in the direction of the cameras) was

found to be necessary in any charged topology. In a later stage of the

experiment combined usage was made of identification by kinematical

fitting and the above mentioned cuts.

All topological cross sections have been normalized to a total cross

section value obtained in a counter experiment [Ayre77l:

ortot =(18.36 ± 0.09)mb. The above procedure as well as preliminary

results have been described in [6ar791; the procedure was repeated in a

later stage of the experiment when a larger sample became available

[Bar82b].

All distributions and cross sections presented in this chapter have

been normalized to the topological cross sections. However, in order to

I
J

'1 r

'V
••'I

Table 2.1: Topological cross sections; the third column should be

used for normalization purposes only

Topology

2-pr elas

2-pr inel

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

(mb)

2.29 ± 0.06

1.80 ± 0.06

4.41 ± 0.04

4.30 £ 0.04

3.07 ± 0.04

1.61 ± 0.03

0.63 ± 0.02

0.186 t 0.009

0.052 • 0.005

0.010 ± 0.002

0.0009 ± 0.0006

°norm
(mb)

-

1.77

4.34

4.22

3.09

1.67

0.67

0.22

0.062

0.014

0.0021
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avoid double counting of the correction for Dalitz pairs, the

normalization of the topological cross sections was performed before the

application of this correction. In table 2.1 we present the real

topological cross section values, as well as a list of *topological cross

sections' for normalization purposes only.

ÉË
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2 . 3 INCLUSIVE NEUTRAL KAON PRODUCTION '.i.

The neutral kaons Kn were identified through their decays Kn -» ïfiTi *

here Kn stands for either K° or K°. The identification was done by means ;

of kinematical f i t s to the hypotheses Kn -» n+v", A -> pn~, A -> pm~ and ^

y-> e+e~. Only connected f i t s (3C-fits for V°, IC-fits for Y ) were taken 5
into account, provided their chi-squared probability was higher than •&
ie-*. \

The efficiency of the fitting procedure was estimated to be (97±2)J

for K|. The losses involved were accounted for by means of a |¥

multiplicative factor L f i t =1/0.97. If

In many cases more than one hypothesis gave a satisfactory fit; in J

these cases one speaks of an ambiguity. It can be shown on kinematical f'

grounds [Ster80] that for Kg ambiguities with A, A and y only occur if ^

|cos 6*| > 0.8t where 9* denotes the angle between the Kn line of ;

flight and the direction of the n+ decay product in the Kn rest frame. *|;
This has indeed been confirmed by the data. Approximately 16% of the V°'s

with a Kn-fit are ambiguous with one or more other hypotheses [Poel82]. ;

In order to account for these ambiguities, two different schemes have '-,

been adopted; the results of both approaches were found to be compatible. ;;

One approach is to decide for every ambiguous V° whether it is a Kn

or another neutral particle on the basis of the chi-squared probabilities v

of the various hypotheses. A probability ratio cut is applied in such a /*

way that the holes in the cos e* distributions of Kn, A and A are filled J'-r
(see [Poel82] for more details). Use is made of the fact that this cos 6* \

distribution is expected to be flat and that the ambiguities are

concentrated in well-defined regions of cos 8*. Using this procedure one

is left with a contamination in the Kn sample of less than 1%.

A further reduction of the contamination can be obtained using the

second approach. It consists of cutting away all Kn with jcos6*| > 0.8

and applying an overall correction factor L a m b = 1.25 (= 2/1.6) to

compensate for the cut. In this scheme one obtains a purer sample but

also looses a certain fraction (zio%) of the real sample, It is the

latter (more direct) approach which we have used in our analysis.

We now consider all the subsequent steps needed to arrive at a
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determination of the inclusive neutral strange particle cross sections.

We will do this by way of a short description of all the required j

correction factors. ;

1. A correction factor L^oan to correct for losses in scanning. This <

factor is derived from the scanning efficiency Eacan as obtained

through a comparison of two independent scans: L^ c a n = 1/escan>

scan is not tne scanning efficiency for V°'s itself, but the V°

scanning efficiency divided by the scanning efficiency for primary \

vertices. This correction must be applied to each topology "i"

separately and is laboratory-dependent.

2. A correction L^ST for losses of V° vertices in the geometrical

reconstruction chain. This factor is known as the V° pass rate and

ranges from 1.0 to 1.2, depending on the laboratory.

3. The correction factors L f i t and L a m b. Lfit(= 1.03) is a correction

factor for losses in the fitting procedure, LamD( = 1.25) for

ambiguous V°'s and y's (see above).

M. A correction factor L u n s e e n = 2.916 [PDG80] for unseen Kn decay

modes, mainly Kg -» 3n and the neutral decay mode K§ -> v°v°.

5. A weight factor L 8 e o m to correct for losses related to specific

event geometries. Decays too close to the primary vertex or outside

the scanning volume cannot be detected. Observed decays closer to

the primary vertex than L m i n z 4-10 cm (depending on the *

laboratory), as well as decays outside the scanning volume (defined -v

I by a radius RQ£QQ=150 cm) are rejected. The resulting losses are ï?

corrected for by means of a geometrical weight
| • '0.

Lgeom = [exp(-Lmin/L') - exp(-Lpot/L)]-
1 (14) J

where: . ,€'•

" Lpot is the Potential path length of the V° in the fiducial h

volume, projected on the XY-plane. It is a function of RgEBC

and of the positions of the primary vertex and the decay vertex

in the chamber.

- L is the mean free path of a Kn of a specific momentum before

it decays or interacts. It can be calculated using the formulae

.*;
1:
5

%



§^. L= [1/L int+1/X]-1 (15.a) gg

l; ̂  Li n t = MA [pt or]"
1 - (15.b) jfe

,: ri where p t is the proton density in the liquid hydrogen in the p>
;:;'' bubble chamber, « is the total cross section for K°p •

; interactions in the liquid hydrogen and N A is Avogadro's f

' !'; number. The cross section o h a s been parametrized in function h

: J of the lab momentum (in GeV/c) of the K": 9 = (19+3/p)mb. The p -

V; mean free path X is given by X = BY ct. ';- -

7 - L' is the projection of L on the XY-plane

- • - 6. A factor C I N T = 1 + X/L i n t to account for secondary interactions of

Kn's in the hydrogen. The rate of secondary interactions determines

the mean free path of a particle in the bubble chamber; therefore

'• secondary interactions also enter in L 8 e o m via formulae (14) and

0> (15).

tX Finally every Kn is assigned a microbarn equivalent, depending on

• " the charged topology of the primary interaction. These microbarn
ij-;' i

"f:?;- equivalents are given in the third column of table 2.1.

'.: After having applied all these corrections, we found an inclusive id1

• cross section [Bar8ib]

W «r(K*p-» «"tX) = (10.20 ± 0.16) mb (16)

:;V,S The differential distribution of this quantity in terms of x, the
. _;..; 3o-called longitudinal structure function, i s shown in figure 2.4.

:'.{', The K" sample obtained by this procedure contains many kaons which

;•,:. are decay products of KggQ and higher resonances. For some analyses i t i s
:. \ useful to exclude these decay products from the sample. As most of the

vj higher resonances contribute via KggO-decay( i t i s sufficient for our

]•:• purposes t o study t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n s from Kggo and Kg8o decay o n l y .

[.V| The K*+ s i g n a l can be studied by combining each K*1 one-by-one with

V all positive particles within the same event. Only identified slow

I protons are left out. The effective mass of each combination is

\-, calculated by assigning a pion mass to the positive particle. The

-27" 1



resulting effective mass distributions have been plotted in bins of

Xp(K,n) = xp(K) + XF(T0 and subsequently fitted with a relat ivist ic

P-wave Breit-Wigner function and a suitably parametrized background. As a

result one obtains in each x-bin the fraction of the (K.Ti)-corabinations

which ret l ly belongs to the K* signal. An estimate of the contribution of

K*+-decay to the Kn sample i s obtained by plotting the longitudinal

structure function of the Kn's with the above-mentioned fraction as a

10

V i

II

X

10%

10 r-

10 r-

K" + X

at 70 GeV/c

ft1

Inn
iii 

i

• All Kn

o Prompt K"

• i i i

it

I

- 1 . -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 0. 0.25 0.5 0.75

XF = _EL

Figure 2.4: The x-dependence of the structure functions for prompt Kn

and overall Xn production in the reaation K+p •* Kn + X at

70 GeV/c
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weight. This distribution is plotted in figure 2.5, together with the

inclusive K*+ structure function. Using the fact, confirmed

experimentally in [Bar83a], that the distributions of K*+ and K*° are

similar, the contributions of K*° and K** to the tf1 saEple are in good

approximation related by a simple Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Accounting

for the K*° contribution by means of a multiplicative factor 1.5 (applied

to the K*+ distribution) and neglecting other indirect sources of K", we

derived a longitudinal structure function containing essentially only

prompt IP's. This distribution is also shown in figure 2.4.
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2.4 INCLUSIVE CHARGED PION PRODUCTIOM

The inclusive charged pion cross sect ion i s much easier to extract

from the DST than neutral part ic le cross sect ions as the association with

a primary vertex i s obvious. The only question which has to be solved i s

the problem of contamination by other charged par t i c l e s . Proton

identif icat ion in the bubble chamber i s possible only for momenta smaller

'V'

10 p

&

3

C4 •»

Q.

Uil Q.

a.

II

10

10

10

1

K*p at 70 GeV/c

•« • -

- I -

o K"from K"!n-decay

i

- 1 . -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 0. 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.

P*max p

• & -

Figure 2.5: The x-dependenee of the structure function for reaction
k K890 * x at 70 GeV/e* compared with the etruetura

function of the decay-kaone from Kgso decay
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i
than 1.2 GeV/c [Bar81c]. The identification is done either visually of by |

mass-dependent geometrical reconstructie*. These identified protons have ;;|

been excluded from the pion sample. %.

The negative particle sample consists mainly of iT's with some ^

admixture of K-'s and a smaller fraction of p's. One introduces only a /

minor error by assuming all negative secondaries to be pions. Especially '*\i

in the fragmentation regions (|xp| Ï. 0.5) the contribution of other <V

negative particles can safely be neglected. '"

On the other hand our sample of positive particles in the forward I

hemisphere contains a lot of K+ contamination, which cannot easily be -.?§

removed without making a number of additional assumptions. In this region :;

of phase space we will therefore only present data for the reaction V ;

K+p -> c++X, where c+ stands for any positive particle with a possible c

pion mass assignment. -."

In the backward center of mass hemisphere, where most of the protons '-•

have been identified, the t»+ sample is uncontaminated for CMS rapidities 43:

y* i. -1.7. For pions with pf s <pf> = 0.22 (GeV/c)2, this region i(.

corresponds to xfl £ -0.2 and for pf = 0.8 (GeV/c)2 it extends to

x^ 1 -0.4. Note that a proton at rest has Xp = -1.0, but mistakenly

identified as a pion the value for Xp will be -turnip = -0.15, due to the

different Lorentz boosts for pions and protons. ^

Quantitative estimates of the contaminations can be made using the

method applied in [Aji80] for K+p interactions at 32 GeV/c. Neglecting 2

production and assuming similar proton and antiproton cross sections as

at 32 GeV/c, we obtain

o(n+) = (45.9±1.4)mb (17.a)

orCiT) = (31.5±0.4)mb (17.b)

o(K+) = (11±1)mb (17.O

= (1.4±0.4}mb

With these results we estimate that the negative particle sample

consists of =95% pions, zH% kaons and z\% antiprotons. All inclusive n~

spectra have been normalized to a total negative particle cross section

- 3 1 - ,;
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of (33.1±O.1)mb.
Likewise, the sample of positive particles in the backward center of

mass hemisphere contains =91% n+, zH% unidentified protons and =5%
unidentified kaons, the contamination being negligible for xfl i -O.t as
discussed above. For the inclusive TI+ spectra no attempt was made to
correct for these residual contaminations: they were therefore normalized
to a total inclusive c+ cross section of (59.8±0.2)rab. The longitudinal
structure functions f(x) for V and n~ are shown in figure 2.6.

For specific applications in chapter 1, the misidentified protons
and the n+ls which originate from A++ decays have to be removed from the
sample in some (average) way. For the purpose of estimating the
contamination of the pion 3ample by slow protons , we have approximated
the proton identification efficiency Ep»^ as a function of

- rPLabep-Id =

ep_ ld s 2.7 - 2pLab

eP-Id ~ °«°

f o r ° < PLab < 0.9 GeV/c

0.9 < P^b <1.35 Gev/c

(18.a)

(18.b)

PLab > 1.35 GeV/c

This parametrization is consistent with the experimental estimates
[Bar81c]

Ep_Id a t

ep>Id = 30» at s 1.2 GeV/c (19-b)

To subtract the unidentified slow protons, the invariant structure

function has been calculated turning all the identified protons into

pions and weighting them'not in the usual way (i.e. with 1/ e__I(j), but

with (1- ep_id)/ ep_id' With the latter weighting formula one obtains the

total slow proton cross section minus the cross section for the

identified ones, i.e. precisely the desired value. This procedure is

applied to all tracks with a lab momentum below 1.2 GeV/c. The resulting

contribution is subtracted from the normal n+ sample.

To exclude the «+ls from A++-decay, every combination of an

identified slow proton with all the n+ls in the same event is considered



•Xs

II

and "histogrammed" in terms of the effective mass, again weighted with

(1- en»id)/ ep-Id* s P e c i a l ca r e is needed to avoid overcorrecting for

those pions from A** decay, which were also used for the slow proton

correction. The resulting (p,n+) mass spectrum is fitted in several

Xp—bins to a relativistic P-wave Breit-Wigner with a suitable background

(as in [Bar81c]); from these fits one obtains per Xp-bin the fraction of

the combinations, which belong to the resonance signal. This fraction was

"J

1 0 5 | ^

a.
-a

10^

8^0

10'

7T~ + X r-

-1. -.5

S

c* + X

— i
E *
: 4

i

4:
It
i

• Alln

o Cleaned

-.5 0.

XF = .EL.

Figure 2.6: The x-dependence of the structure functions for n~ (a)

and c+ (b). In (b) the open cirkels denote the "cleaned"

c+ structure function, i . e . the c+ structure function

after correction for slow unidentified protorts and for

pions from A** decay
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used ss an additional weight to calculate and subtract the distribution

of the n+ls from A++-decay from the overall TI+ spectrum.

The "cleaned" n+ structure function (i.e. corrected for slow protons

and A + + decay products) is shown in figure 2,6. Both corrections only

affect the region |xF| < 0.4.
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).!. CHAPTER 3

~! INTRODUCTION TO PARTON MODELS FOR SOFT HADRONIC PROCESSES

The main subject of this thesis is the analysis of the low-pfc strong

interactions between hadrons in terms of quark-parton models. These

models aim at providing a framework in which the dynamical properties of

the interactions can be understood, for the time being at a

phenomenological level only. The first applications of the quark-parton

model (in the present form) to hadronic interactions date from 1977 and

1978. Since then a very fast development of these approaches has taken

place, unfortunately mostly at the expense of increasing complexity. In

this chapter the discussion of quark-parton models for hadronic

interactions will remain restricted to a few examples of some early,

simple-minded versions of these models.

Most of the interactions of hadrons take place at large impact

parameters; small impact parameters are suppressed by phase space"K

Therefore the average momentum transfer per interaction is relatively

small, in other words the underlying subprocesses are of a rather soft

nature. As a consequence the momentum component transverse to the

incident direction, the so-called pt of the outgoing tracks, will on the

average be quite small as well. For these reasons the study of inclusive

hadronic reactions is often called low-pfc physics or soft hadronic

physics.

Hard scattering processes (corresponding to small impact parameters)

•) In a classical picture the probability of an impact parameter betwee

b and b+db is proportional to the surface 2*b-db of a ring with radi :

b and width db, i.e. directly proportional to b.

4
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are relatively rare and can safely be neglected if no special triggers on

Pt are applied. The analysis and interpretation of deliberately selected

high-pt data are hampered by the fact that the nature of the hard

fundamental subprocesses is not yet well understood. This problem does

not occur in low-pfc physics, where the need for detailed understanding of

the underlying subprocesses can be avoided. Moreover, in soft hadronic

collisions at high energy the production of particles in the

fragmentation of an incident particle is independent of the nature of the

other incident particle. Consequently, particles detected in e.g. the

forward region retain information on the incident beam particle; this

information is not significantly disturbed by the nature of the target

particle. In this thesis we will demonstrate that the study of soft

hadronic processes provides a powerful tool to understand ths internal

structure of hadrons.

In section 3.1 the concept of quark-parton models will be

introduced. In sections 3.2 and 3.3 two specific simple examples of

quark-parton models for soft hadronic interactions are discussed, namely

a quark recombination model and a quark fragmentation model. In section

3.4 we conclude the chapter with a first evaluation of the models and the

differences and similarities between them.

?'•••

i

I
i
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3.1 INTRODUCTION J

In the first half of the twentieth century one realized that the ,j?

atomic nucleus was a composite object. In 1932 the proton and the neutron

were the only subnuclear particles which had been discovered experi-

mentally; they were considered to be the only elementary and point like j

constituents of matter apart from the electron. With the discovery of the ,̂

muon in 1936 and the pion in 1947 an explosive increase of the number of 'y'

elementary particles was started. Most of the newly discovered particles

' were sensitive to strong interactions, i.e. of the hadron type. In the ,,

1950's already several hundred different types of hadrons were known. p.

This diversity brought up the issue whether all these hadrons could •:

really be all fundamental and pointlike constituents of matter. '.).

During the 1960's it was.discovered [e.g. Gell64] that the variety %

è
, in quantum numbers of all the hadrons known (at that time) could be A

reproduced by specific combinations of only three types of so-called /

"quarks", i.e. constituents, each carrying a well defined set of quantum *'

numbers*^. The most striking property of these quarks is their fractional •••'

charge, namely ±1/3 or ±2/3. The hadrons are constructed from either

three quarks (or antiquarks) or from a quark and an antiquark in order to

arrive at an integer charge for the hadrons. The symmetry properties of '

this scheme coincide with those of the SU(3) group (neglecting spin) or
•v

with SU(6) if the spin 1/2 of the quarks is taken into account. This J
model is in good shape in terms of the spectroscopy of hadrons: indeed \

all (in general rather heavy) baryons can be described as a system of

three quarks, whereas the (on the average lighter) mesons are explained '••

as bound quark-antiquark states.

At some point there existed the question of the physical '

interpretation of the concept of quarks: are the quarks just some :

mathematical constructs or are they the real physical building blocks of

matter? Although until now nobody has ever unambiguously and «indisputably j

•) Nowadays the existence of five different quark types has been

confirmed experimentally. A sixth type has been postulated.
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detected a free (isolated) quark*), nowadays hardly any physicist doubts

that quarks exist as the physical constituents of matter.

The hypothesis that not only the spectrum of hadrons, but also the

interactions between them are governed by quarks, was initiated by the

observation that simple quark combinatorics can predict the relative

particle yields in various kinematical regions [Anls73l. These so-called

additive quark models are applications of the quark-parton model

[Feyn72]. In the latter model the hadron contains not only two or three

so-called valence quarks (which carry the net quantum numbers) but also a

large sea of quark-antiquark pairs and gluons (the transmitters of the

strong force) which carry together zero net quantum numbers, but a finite

amount of energy and momentum. Thus there is a distinction between

- constituent quarks: the two or three constituents of hadrons in

static models, which account for the quantum numbers and hadron

spectroscopy.

- partons: the pointlike constituents (the so-called bare or current

quarks and the gluons) of matter which play a dominant role in

dynamical situations; the number of partons in a hadron is assumed

to be quite large.

The visualization of this coexistence of partons and constituent quarks

is strongly model dependent; in some models (e.g. [Anis73cAnis8i,Hwa80b])

the constituent quarks are considered to be clusters of partons around

the valence quarks; in others only the current quarks are physical

objects whereas the constituent-like ones are mainly used as mathematical

tools to ensure energy and momentum conservation (see e.g. [Cap81]). The

very fact that hadronic processes indeed appear to be governed by the

interactions between the partons has lead to a number of different models

for the way in which these constituents interact.

One class of models has been developed as a result of the so-called

Ochs-observation [0chs77] that the longitudinal v+ spectrum in the proton

*) Fairbank et al. [LaRu77] have presented some experimental evidence

for fractional charges (±1/3e), but as of now their results could not

be reproduced by similar experiments, e.g. [Mari77]
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fragmentation region (|xF| > -0.3) resembles very much the distribution . ^

xu(x) of the u-type valence quarks in the proton*^ as measured in deep

inelastic scattering of leptons and nucleons. In these experiments one t

also finds that only half of the nucleon momentum is carried by all •;

quarks and anti-quarks together and that only in the order of 30-40% of fK

the nucleon momentum is carried by the three valence quarks '-%

[Bloo69,Brei69]. The other half of the momentum is attributed to gluons. '

The quarks and anti-quarks in the sea are very numerous, yet they carry •

only a minor fraction of the nucleon momentum (in the order of 10%); 3

therefore the average momentum fraction of a sea-quark is much smaller k

than the typical momentum of a valence quark. Das and Hwa [DasH77] -,'i

explained the Ochs-observation by assuming that a valence u-quark picks ',y
up a sea-quark of the 3- (i.e.anti-d-)type to recombine into a n* (a u3 f

bound state in a special spin and parity configuration). As the 3 gives a }

much smaller contribution to the n* momentum than the valence u-quark, ji

the n+ spectrum is expected to be similar to the u-quark distribution.

The model of Das and Hwa was the first representative of a Quark

Recombination Model (QRM). •ƒ.)

In e+e~-seattering it was discovered [Scwi75tHans75] that in 4

multi-hadronic final states, the particles are concentrated in two or J,

three narrow cones, the so-called 'jets'. A jet is defined as a group of

particles with limited transverse momenta with respect to a common axis.

An important observation is that many properties of these jets are also

present in the hadronic final states of deep inelastic lepton-hadron

interactions and in low-pt hadronic interactions [e.g.

Basi80tGott8i,6ar81e,Bric82]. This observation is consistent with the

idea that in all these interactions a common mechanism is at work, namely .„r
the fragmentation of quarks (or sometimes gluons) into jets of hadrons.

WW*
For low-p* hadronic interactions a class of models has been based on this
observation, namely the Quark Fragmentation Models (QFM). The important -:

idea behind these models is the assumption that a constituent quark or j
i - ft

M

•) The proton is composed of two u-quarks and one d-quark.
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diquark ' (bound state of two quarks) leaves the Interaction region with

almost a l l the nucleon momentum and subsequently fragments in a way which

does not depend on how the (di-)quark was produced. The f i r s t versions of

quark fragmentation models are described in references [Fiel77] and

[And77,And78],

All these models are far from rigorous and experience more or less

severe theoretical (and occasionally experimental) problems when looked

at on a more fundamental level [Tepe783. However, until recently, they

provided the only framework available for interpreting the features of

soft hadron production in terms of a quark-parton picture.

I

frit

i

*) Sometimes this (di-)quark is not exactly a constituent (di-)quark, but

some vaguely defined object which e.g. contains a complete nucleon

minus one bare valence quark.
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3.2 QUARK RECOMBINATION MODELS

Central to the recombination model of Das and Hwa [DasH77] is the

assumption that final state hadrons in the beam (or target) fragmentation

region are the result of the recombination of a fast valence quark rfith

one (or more) quarks belonging to the sea. A detailed description of how

the interaction itself proceeds is not given, the only assumption is that

the interaction is started by the so-called "wee" partons, .;.iich have

very small |x|-values. The recombination of two valence quarks into one

single meson, as well as the recombination of two sea-quarks, fall

outside the scope of this model. There are indications that at large

Ixp|-values the valence-sea recombination is by far the dominant process

CdeWo8il» Proposals to include the recombination of two valence quarks

have, however, beau presented'in the literature [Poko7t].

Hwa and Roberts [HwaR79l extended the Das and Hwa model to explain

the fragmentation of n-meaons into K-mesons. It is possible to apply a

similar extension for the fragmentation of K* mesons into K° mesons

[Bar8ib]. Note that only the K° (dl) shares a valence quark with the

incoming K+ (us) and that fC° (s3) production would require the

recombination of two sea-quarks at large x, a mechanism falling outside

the scope of the standard recombination model. The inclusive (invariant)

K° structure function can be written as

d<r dx- dx,,
(1)

where:

- xd and x- are the reduced momenta of the recoabining quarks,
- FK i s the Invariant joint distribution function of the two

partons leading to the production of a neutral kaon, and
- RKJ.S their recombination function.

This formula represents the two-step process which i s depicted in figure
3.1, namely first the reshuffling of partons due to the interaction and
secondly, the recombination of a quark and an antiquark into a meson.

He further make the assumption that the F*(xri x?)-distribution
function factorizes as

i ;



'fs
fs ea (xi) (2)

where fsea(xrt) and f ( * = ) are the invariant single quark distributions

and p K (xH+x-) a phase space factor depending on the sum of the reduced

momenta only. The motivation for this assumption is the fact that the

valence quark and the sea-quark are in general far apart in rapidity

space. Particles having a difference in rapidity greater than Ay - 2 are

found to be uncorrelated apart from kinematical constraints (see e.g.

[LeBe76]).

ii
i

Figure 3.1: The reaction mechanism proposed by the Quark

Recombination Model
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For the factors f* (x-) and fsea(xd) we use the standard expressions

CChli793

«s

fsea(xd) - d-x d)•sea

(3)

(4)

The powers a 3 and 8S control the low-x and hlgh-x behaviour of the

strange valence quark in a kaon, respectively. As the average momentum of

the sea-quarks is known to be snail, one expects that n s e a » 3S. These

functional representations are chosen just because they are the simplest

parametrisations which reproduce the gross features of the data in the

limiting phase space regions x •» o and |x| -» 1.

For the factor p* and the recombination function R* we use the

extended expressions advocated in [HwaR793

ft 1
(5)

Ü ;% Ü >\< Ü .ü. (6)

where o^ is a power controlling the low-x behaviour of the non-strange

valence quark in the K°-meson such as e.g. through

i (7)

Hote that from isospin invariance f* (*d) = f^fXy). The p K + factor ensu-

res that |xd+xg| £ 1 as required by energy and momentum conservation.

The behaviour of p K (x) at large x is determined by symmetry

considerations and the available quark momentum phase space as x -> 1

[HwaR79], The form of the recombination function is related to the low-x

behaviour of the valence quarks in the kaon.

Substitution of the above expression and elimination of the

6-function by integration over xd, yields the basic formula of the

recombination model as applied to K* •> K° fragmentation



do
s-1 X

K

Bs nsea «
-xg) [1-(x-Xg->3 xg (8)

The above expression contains the parameters ag, o^, B 3 and n s e a.

In the case of incident protons the preferred value for n s e a lies

between 6 and 8. Arguments have been given why a distribution

characterized by such a power could be universal, i.e. also valid for

mesons (and in particular for K-mesons) [HwaR79]. However all evaluations

in the kaon fragmentation are very insensitive to the n s e a values

adopted. We use n 3 e a = 6 just for definitness, but it should be kept in

mind that n s e a is essentially untested and irrelevant.

The model prediction is much more sensitive to the precise values of

the parameters at$t QCS and 33. The differences between the strange and

non-strange quark distributions are attributable to the mass difference

between the quarks ("SU(3)-breaking"). The parameters ac3 and ag can be

related to the average momentum fraction carried by the K-meson valence

quarks [Chi180]. These averages can be calculated by using the fact that

the probability density of a momentum fraction between x and x+dx is

equal to x-'fJ^Cx). One finds [Chi180]

<xu >/<*- > s Od(u)/a3 (9)

Within the context of the so-called 'massive' quark models these averages

are also connected to the (non-relativistic) masses of the valence quarks

<x{ (10)

•:,)

On the basis of hadron spectroscopy in a gauge model for the electromag-

netic, weak and strong interactions, the u(d) and I constituent quark

masses were estimated to be 336 MeV/c2 and 540 MeV/c2, respectively

[DeRu75], yielding mg/aó =1.5.

Further constraints on the values for the a's and fi's can be derived

in the context of the so-called Regge theory [Muel71]. In Regge theory

high-energy soft two-body hadronic interactions are described by the

exchange of so-called Regge-trajectories. In these theories mesons with

the same quantum numbers (except for their spin-parity) lie on straight



.;Ai •) The expression a(m2) is a simplification. In Regge theory the

i^ trajectories are in reality functions <x(t), where t is the invariant

four-momentum transfer squared introduced in chapter 2. In a

scattering process t does not reduce to m2. As we however only use

-•.;j ot(m2) in the so-called intercept region (m2 = 0) and as the correct

v| variable t is small in soft hadronic interactions, the distinction

disappears at the level of the approximation a = a(0). Effects of

genuine t-dependence of the Regge trajectories have been observed in

the very forward region (|x| > 0.8) by e.g. Yager et al. [Yage81]

and by Barnes et al. [Barn78]. However at the level of our precision

and especially in our region of interest (|x| < 0.8) these effects

are not detectable [Gat82c,VdWa82].
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lines in a plot of the spin versus the square of the mass (the so-called

Chew-Frautschi diagram); these lines are called "Regge-trajectories" and

are witten as a function aim2) of m, the mass of the neson exchanged '

^ [Hove78,Muel71]. The bottom line is that any soft quasi two-body process

can be seen as an elastic qiq1 scattering process and the corresponding

- cross section thus becomes a calculable function of the exchanged q< q-r

•••- mesons. j>().

Regge theory can be generalised for multi-particle final states. Any BÉ

low-pt single particle inclusive cross section for a + b -» c + X remains |?f

a calculable function of the meson Regge trajectory exchanged between the ~

systems (ac) and (bX). In e.g. [Kuti71] it is shown that the low-x -

behaviour of the quark distribution function q(x) becomes related to the .

so-called zero-intercept a(0) of the trajectory of mesons containing the '

quark q and its anti quark q through xq(x) - x1""0^0* for x -> o. The Regge

' intercepts relevant for our analyses are 0.5 for the p-intercept (u and d

V< quarks) and 0.0 for the $-intercept (strange quarks); therefore we find ;v
fj. for the valence quark (non-singlet) distributions at small x-values B p

' • xu(x) z xd(x) - \|x and xs(x) - x. N !

T,V̂  He will now compare our predictions with the inclusive r

•.-.' [ K +p -> K p r o m p t + A data at 70 GeV/c incident momentum, which have been |>v
; ; presented in the second chapter of this thesis. |'

' j We should first remark that K" stands essentially for K§ decays.
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i.e. for a linear combination of K° and R°, while our models only

describe K° production. In the standard recombination model one just

neglects the K° production component (which is suppressed anyway) and

assumes that the K° contribution is generated by weakly decaying K°'s

only. In chapter 4 we will improve on this point and include a correction

term for K° production, using the valon model framework.

Our data are too scant to perform a meaningful fit with the as, 3g

and otjj as free parameters. We therefore limit ourselves to a comparison

of expression (8) with the experimental prompt Kn distribution using

parameter values obtained in previous analyses or predicted by Regge-type

arguments [Chli8O,Dias793. The values of the parameters used and the

results obtained are presented in table 3.1. The chi-square values are

calculated in the region 0.2 £ x £ 1.0 (4 bins). The two sets with a<j(u)

and ot3 equal to the Regge-expectation give predictions which agree very

well with the data; their ratio «d(u)/ocs= 1/2 is close to the ratio - 0.6

expected on the basis of the non-relativistic quark masses. The specific

QRM-fit shown in figure 3.2 (solid line) is based on the

Chliapnikov-parameter set [Chli80].

Table 3.1; Values for the a and 8 parameters.

Reference

Chliapnikov [Chi180]

Regge [ChliSO]

Dias de Deus [Dias79]

0.50

0.50

0.36

'd(»>

1.39

1.50

1.36

«s

1.00

1.00

0.75

3s

0.89

1.00

0.97

Chi-square/ND

0.61/3

1.75/3

11.2/3

fh-t

1

r

P
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Ftgrure 3.2: The inclusive prompt Kn structure funation compared with
model predietionel The solid curve represente the Quark
Recombination Model prediction. The dash-dotted line
gives the prediction for the Lund model with
Field-Feynman fragmentation functions. The dashed and
dash-dotted lines show results for the fragmentation
models using (succeeful) Recombination model distribution
functions and fragmentation functions following Andersson
and Field-Feynman, respectively
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3.3 QUARK FRAGMENTATION MODELS

A different approach to describe the inclusive production of hadrons

is given by the various so-called fragmentation models

[And77,And78.Cap79,CohT78]. In these models the basic assumption is that

one of the valence quarks (now interpreted as something like a

constituent quark) flies through retaining (nearly) all of the original

hadron momentum and produces hadrons by subsequent fragmentation-casca-

des. This two-step reaction mechanism is depicted in figure 3.3.

The starting point, now immediately for K* -> Kn fragmentation, i.e.

taking into account K+ -> K° and K+ -»K°, is then given by a formula of

the type

der

in
ƒ «n

D£ ( (11)

where:

- the sum over i runs over all quarks in the incident hadron

and the n-sum implies a summing over K° and R°.

- f* (Xj^Xisu.s) denotes the invariant distribution function of

the valence quarks in the incoming K+ meson.
irn.x

~ Di MCT* (n=1»2) denotes the fragmentation function of these

valence quarks into KOls and K°'s, respectively.

The various fragmentation models differ as to their assumption

concerning the f& and D functions. Whereas in the recombination model a

good description of the data is the result of a successful match between

distribution functions f^ and a recombination function R^, here it

f̂ anddepends on a successful joining of again distribution functions

fragmentation functions D*~. A priori one does not expect to be able to

use the same distribution functions in the fragmentation as in the

recombination model. Remember that in the QRM the distribution functions

applied to bare quarks (valence or otherwise), whereas in the

fragmentation model they describe something like constituent quarks. Also

the basic assumption of the quark fragmentation model that the

fragmenting quark carries (nearly) all of the momentum of the initial

hadron, requires of necessity an initial f* -distribution with



essentially no correlation to the quiescent quark-parton momentun

distribution.

One of the earliest succesful quark fragmentation models was the

so-called Lund fragmentation model [And77D. In the Lund approach the

basic assumption was incorporated in its most "brutal" way, namely by

assuming that the fK behaved like a Dirac 6-function around x=1. He Hill

also use this assumption in our first test of the quark fragmentation

i

Stopp ing
Quarks

Figure 3.3: The two-step reaction meehaniem proposed -in the older
versions of the Quark Fragmentation Model



model. .

For the fragmentation functions DJjj we considered both the proposals 'f

made by Field and Feynman [Fiel773 and by Andersson et al [And77,And78].

-̂ Both describe the fragmentation of a quark into hadrons by means of an

iterative cascade mechanism. In every step of the cascade the quark em: U i

a hadron and a quark. The hadron carries a fraction z of the quark 1;

, momentum according to a well defined distribution function f(z), the '±\

so-called momentum sharing function. The Lund group [And77,And781 '

proposed a linear form for f(z). Field and Feynman advocated a quadratic T

function f(z) = (1-a) + 3az2, where a is a parameter which can be fitted H
$M

to the data. In the latter case we retained the originally suggested -
4:

[And77,And78] flavour independent value a=0.77, but we reduced the total 'j,

; sl_production vs . uü and dd production to 1/3, as indicated by recent |1

' experiments (using analyses of the type of tSchm79,Ammo80]). For the J-

Andersson et a l . parametrization we only considered direct Kn production ï

as (above x = 0.2) our data are corrected for the decay-Kn contributions. '

' The net result of combining a distribution function fK with one of

the above mentioned fragmentation functions D̂  in relation (11) i s an

"?. essential ly ( i . e . apart from the normalization) parameter-free /,

prediction. The comparisons were made by normalizing our predictions to ,

the, data in the region 0.2 < x < 1.0. In figure 3.2 i t i s shown that both :•

the fragmentation functions from [Fiel77] and [And77,And78] give ^

satisfactory f i t s to the data, provided they are used in combination with f

the distribution function f^ (x ) - 8(1-x) suggested by Lund. 3

Quite generally the experimental Kn-spectrum tends to be slightly I

harder ( i . e . more forward) than the one allowed by the fragmentation

models. A similar feature has been observed in other experiments, in ^

particular in 110 GeV/c K~p inclusive Kn reactions [Gott81]. i

Note that in the successful Lund model predictions, the so-called

favoured fragmentation I -» K° (in which the produced hadron contains the

j flavour of the fragmenting quark) accounts for approximately 2/3 of the |

'i=: total ; the rest divides i t se l f roughly equally between the contributi- if

ons i -> K°, u ̂  K° and u •» K°. f
-

: , For completeness we also tested the combinations with the
. distribution functions which were successful in the recombination model
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(see table 3.D* As expected all these predictions are ruled out by the

data, irrespective of wether one uses the Andersson et al. fragnentation

function or the Field-Feynman ones, although for the former the

discrepancies tend to be somewhat smaller. Figure 3.2 illustrates this

problem in detail for the 'least worse* case, i.e. the distribution

function based on the ref. [Chi180] parameters (dashed and dotted line

respectively).

M

m

•:9

f
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3.4 A FIRST EVALUATION

In the previous paragraphs we introduced two early versions of the

quark recombination and the quark fragmentation model. Both models are

capable of describing many single particle inclusive longitudinal distri-

butions in the proton as well as in the meson fragmentation region.

Moreover, for many types of hadrons, such as a kaon, it is the only way

to extract their quark.distributions. It is e.g. not feasible to probe

the kaon structure in deep inelastic scattering of leptons off kaons, due

to the fact that is not possible to construct a sufficiently dense and

stable kaon target. Nevertheless, these models have many obvious

shortcomings and disadvantages.

Let us first remark that none of the described models is able to

give a good estimate for the normalization of the predicted curves. This

normalization is directly related to the cross section, which is one of

the most direct and important features of a process. The importance of

the normalization constant goes much beyond just being a single parameter

in the model, which it is from a mathematical point of view.

In the first section of this chapter we have paid attention to the

fact that there is an important difference in the nature of the

constituent quarks on one hand and of the bare quarks on the other. In

the recombination model a pion is formed from a valence quark and a

sea-quark, i.e. from only two quarks, which suggests that these quarks

have both become constituent quarks in the final state. On the other

hand, the concept of sea-quarks refers to current (bare) quarks.

Similarly in the fragmentation model presented, the fragmenting quark is

of the constituent type, whereas the fragmentation functions are obtained

from deep inelastic leptoproduction and e+e~-data, in which the concept

of constituent quarks is not applicable in a meaningful way. In neither

model the two possible manifestations of quarks seem to be treated in a

consistent way.

Both models describe the reaction mechanism as a two-step process;

each step is parametrized by a separate function. The functions are to a

large extent independent of each other and are determined in a purely

phenomenological way. The parametrization of the quark momentum
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distribution depends strongly on the model chosen. 0V\

In the quark fragmentation model one quark is stopped by the ' .

interaction whereas the other quark (diquark in the case of baryon -'-;:'

fragmentation) takes (almost) all the momentum of the incident particle; i|V

as a result the momentum distributions of the quarks are very different ,:'..'•

from the ones measured in deep inelastic leptoproduction. An alternative V ,

mechanism would be to assume that the quark is not stopped by the \

interaction, but that specific quark configurations in momentum space are y,

a prerequisite for an interaction to occur. Teper has argued [Tepe78] ;̂;

that the latter hypothesis is probably incompatible with the magnitude of ; • -

the total cross section for proton-proton and meson-proton interactions.

This would imply that the fast quark (or diquark) is indeed accelerated

in the interaction itself, whereas the other quark is stopped. This

picture, however, conflicts strongly with one of the basic assumptions of

the quark-parton model, namely the assumption that the interaction is an

Incoherent sum of interactions between separate partons.

The sketched quark recombination model faces equally fundamental ' r

problems [Tepe78]. In the first place the form of equation (1) implies

that the production of fast hadrons acts as though it were instantaneous

on the time scale required for the fast partons to change their .

configuration, whereas obviously the time for the formation and

separation of hadrons is jt least comparable to the time needed for fast

partons to change their momenta. This would indicate that the impulse

approximation is not justified in this situation (the impulse

approximation states that in the high energy limit the partons interact

instantaneously and therefore incoherently; this is one of the basic

assumptions of the quark-parton model). On the other hand the fact that

Ochs* observation holds. Indicates that the impulse approximation is at

least effectively valid. Secondly the recombination function ignores spin

and colour, despite the fact that the final state particles are required

to be in a specific colour and spin-parity state. Without taking account

of the spin degrees of freedom, resonance production cannot be treated

properly in the recombination model. As an example, consider the

production of v~'s in the n* fragmentation region. The n* and n~ do not

share any valence quark and already for this reaso.. this channel should
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r not be studied in the framework of the recombination model. Naively one

would expect a very steep W~ distribution in any recombination model.

However, in this case most of the T?~'S are not produced directly, but

via p° decay. Note that the p° shares a valence quark with the incident

n* and will therefore have a rather flat spectrum. Consequently the decay

products of the p° may be much faster (on the average) than the prompt

iT's.

»( Many of the above-mentioned problems and shortcomings are related to

{.; the inconsistent treatment of bare quarks and constituent quarks. Recent

I developments in both models are related to this problem and have improved

their theoretical basis. Let us briefly indicate the main improvements

and their implications for each of the models separately.

R.C. Hwa demonstrated [HwaSOb] that many of the shortcomings of the

'standard' recombination model [DasH77»HwaR79] can be overcome by taking

the constituent substructure of the hadrons explicitly - into account.

Within the framework of Hwa's extension these constituents are called

valons [Hwa80a]. More precisely, a valon is defined as the cloud of

quarks, antiquaries and gluons, which have evolved (by QCD-evolution) from

a single valence quark. In this so-called valon model both the

parton-extraction from the initial hadron and their recombination goes

via valon intermediate states. As the colour of a valon is not a well

defined parameter, this immediately solves the problem concerning the

behaviour of the recombination function with respect to colour; the

recombining valons will be in the proper (i.e. colourless) state at least

part of the time. Also the momentum carried by the gluons can be

accounted for in a consistent, although phenomenological, way. The

details of this procedure will be discussed in chapter 4. The spin

problem, as well as the related problem of properly taking account of

resonance production still remains however.

In the initial version of the quark fragmentation model the

production of hadrons occurred through the independent fragmentation of

two quarks (and/or diquarks) via an iterative cascade

[Fiel78,And77,And78]. The fundamental process underlying the

fragmentation process Itself was not considered. In more recent versions

the concept of 'strings' between quarks and diquarks has been introduced
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[And81]. Two examples of string configurations are shown in figure 3*4.

In this picture two quarks (i.e. coloured systems) are separated by the

interaction pad form a colour (gluon) force field, which is assumed to

have the form of a tube (the so-called colour flux tube or string). This

string breaks up into qq-pairs in a way which is similar to (in some

cases even identical to) an iterative cascade. These quark pairs consist

4.a) Lund (single chain)

4.b) DTU (two chains)

Figure 3.4: (a) The single ahain meahaniem in the Lund low-pt model

(b) The dual chain meahaniem propoeed by DTU models

••£

1
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of (pointlike) current quarks and form the final state hadrons, A

mechanism according to which a string may break up into hadrons is

described in e.g. [Artr78,And79a]. The various models differ as to their

prescription for the positions and the number of strings [Cap80,

Cap8i,CohT80,Mina79]. In all these models the end points of the strings

fulfill momentum sum rules as if they are constituent quarks. These

constraints, however, do not fix the exact nature of the end-constituents

of the string, but they merely reflect the fact that all the momentum of

the incident particles should be accounted for somewhere in the final

state [Cap81]. In this way the fragmentation models handle the duality

between bare and constituent quarks. One of the most popular and recent

fragmentation models will be described and tested in chapter 5.

With the modifications and improvements announced above, both the

quark recombination models and the quark fragmentation models still give

a reasonably satisfactory description of soft hadronic processes.

However, one should realize that both models keep containing a

considerable amount of phenomenological input. The simultaneous success

of both models is not as surprising as it may appear a priori: there is a

substantial amount of similarity (at least in their naive forms described

in this chapter) between the interaction mechanisms sketched. Both models

divide the process in two steps: a structure function part and a

recombination or fragmentation part. The detailed way of cutting the

process into two parts, determines the form of the parametrization. In

both models the incident hadron consists of two or three pointlike

valence quarks surrounded by a cloud of quark-antiquark pairs and gluons

according to the laws of Quantum Cromodynamics (QCD) [Poli74]. The

pointlike quarks, antiquarks and gluons are somehow redistributed during

the interaction, respecting energy and momentum conservation. The

mechanisms in both models are schematically sketched in figure 3.5. After

the interaction all quarks, antiquarks and gluons have to convert into

hadrons due to quark confinement. In the QRM one considers a bare quark

which dresses up and in doing so increases its momentum, whereas in the

QFM one considers something like a constituent quark (with high momentum)

from which qq-pairs (and momentum) are taken away by the fragmentation.

A major topic in soft hadronic physics is the question, which (if

I

I

f1-
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any) of the models is closer to reality, i.e. how one can discriminate

between the models. As in both classes of models the predictions for the

fast particles in the fragmentation regions (the |x| •> 1 limit) are very

similar, the study of these particles will not yield this discrimination.

A direct way to distinguish between QRM and QFM would be to measure the

momentum distributions of the valence quarks as probed in low-pt hadronic

5 . a ) QRM

FCx) Rfc

5 . b ) QFM

F(x) Dfctx)

Figure 3.5: A sketch of the similarities and the differences between
(a) Recombination Models and (b) Fragmentation Models
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interactions, specifically the momentum distributions of the slow valence

quarks originating from the interaction. In the QFM these quarks are

assumed to be slowed down to very small entre-of-mass momenta, whereas

in the QRM their momenta would not be strongly affected by the

interaction. Consequently one expects larger average momenta for the slow

valence quarks in recombination type models than in fragmentation models.

Involved ways to study details of the quark distributions as probed

in soft processes have been proposed in the literature. They are based on

either studies of associated production of particles, resonance over

background ratios [deWo81,Hove81] or on charge, energy and strangeness

flow [OcShSO]. In chapter 6 we will briefly discuss those studies and

address the issue of the discrimination between the different low-pt
models in more detail.
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CHAPTER 4

THE VALON MODEL

Vs.

In chapter 3 we explained the main ideas behind what is usually

referred to as the "standard" quark recombination model [DasH77tHwaR79l.

As has been shown in the third chapter of this thesis, this model

provides a satisfactory phenomenological description of several hadronic

single particle inclusive distributions in the fragmentation regions of

the incident hadrons. However, unsatisfactory ad-hoc features are present

in major ingredients of this model. As pointed out by Hwa himself

[Hwa80b] both the derivation of the two-parton (joint) distribution of

the partons involved in the recombination process and the description of

their probability of doing so, the so-called recombination function, lack

rigor and make use of imprecisely defined quantities. Recently Hwa

eliminated some of these features by incorporating into his model the

concept that the partons inside the hadrons form clusters around the

valence quarks [Hwa80a]. These clusters are dynamic extensions of the

constituent quark concept [Gell64]; in the context of the model, they

were baptized "valons11. The valon model attempts to give a constistent

picture of hadron structure in terms of (current) quarks and valons. In

doing so the model gets technically more complex, but many of the

previous uncertainties are removed.

In section 4.1 we give a detailed description of the valon model for

low-pt interactions. In section 4.2 the model is used to derive formulae

for inclusive if- and K+ spectra in the proton fragmentation region. In

section 4.3 the parameter values are determined, In section 4.4 we turn

Y ••
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to a comparison with experimental data in the proton fragmentation

region. The compatibility of the model with established theories and

concepts is discussed in section 4.5. Finally, in section '4.6, we

generalize the model to determine the quark distributions in the kaon.

Hi

I
I?
I
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4.1 THE VALON HODËI. FOR SOFT HADROHIC IMTERACTIONS

A valon is defined as a cloud of partons (quarks, anti-quarks and

gluons) that has evolved from a single quark through gluon-bremsstrahlung

and quark-pair formation following the laws of QCD. Thus a valon is

nothing but a "QCD-dressed" valence quark. A high-Q2 probe will resolve

the internal structure of the valons; at low Q 2 it is only possible to

distinguish the different valons in the hadron (three in a baryon; two in

a meson). The resulting picture of hadrons is schematically drawn in

figure 4.1.

The definition of* valons is reminiscent of the concept of

Figure 4.1: The proton as it is seen in the valon model. The two
small open cirkels represent the u-valenee quarks, the
solid one the valence d-quark. She small (clustered) dots
denote the sea of quarks, anti-quarks and gluone,
clustered around the valence quarks
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constituent quarks as used in certain versions of additive quark models,

e.g. in [Anis73, Anis81]. Yet there is an important difference between

valons and constituent quarks, which shows up primarily in dynamical

situations, e.g. in scattering processes [Hwa8i]. Whereas one usually

thinks of constituent quarks as entities which scatter as integral units,

the valons on the other hand are composite objects, of which the partons

may individually initiate an interaction. Indeed, in the valon model the

interaction is started by the so-called "wee" partons, i.e. those partons

that carry only a very small fraction of the momentum of the valon they

belong to. In static situations, however, the differences between valons

and constituent quarks disappear.

The fact that the bound-state problem of the hadrons is well

described by constituent quarks implies that the spatial extensions of

the valons do not overlap appreciably, thus justifying the assumption

that valons can be probed independently. The momentum distributions of

the valons will therefore be independent of the Q 2 of the probe. At large

Q2-values one starts to probe the internal structure of the valons: the

valons - being clusters of part.ons - no longer "scatter" as a whole. The

internal structure of the valons will depend on Q2. This will in turn

determine the Q2-dependence of the hadron structure.

On the basis of the above considerations we can write the

longitudinal structure function(s) Fn of any hadron (e.g. F2, xFg, etc.)

as a convolution of the reduced momentum distribution of the partons in a

valon Fv(x/y,Q2) and of the valons in the hadron Gv/n(y)

oo
Fh(x,Q2) = 2 JdyGv/h(y) F^X.Q

2) (1)
O J

The variables y and x represent the longitudinal momenta of the valons .̂<

and partons respectively, expressed as a fraction of the hadron momentum. -

The summation runs over all valons "v" present in the hadron "h" under -J

consideration. We will denote valon clusters around u,d and s valence C;

quarks with the capital letters U,D and S respectively. The Gv/h

functions satisfy normalization and momentum sum rules -
1
Jdy
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2 ƒ dy y Gy/hty) * 1 <2.b>
v o

Formula (1) is nothing but an analytic representation for going from

the initial hadron to partons via valons.

In the standard recombination model [DasH771 the single particle

inclusive spectra in thé fragmentation region are described by a

mechanism which starts with a break-up of the incident hadron directly

into partons and the assumption that one of the valence quarks flies

through the interaction region without a significant change of its

longitudinal momentum (see e.g. chapter 3)* Any outgoing meson results

from the recombination of the on-going valence quark with a sea quark.

Thus the model assumes that the interaction can be described by a

two-step process:

1 2
initial hadron -> parton -> final hadron (A)

This process is sketched in figure 4.2a. It leads to a Lorentz-invariant

formula for inclusive particle production

x do- dx-i dxo ht= ƒƒ L £ F i(
x do- dx-i dxo ht hf= ƒƒ _ L _ £ F i(x tX ) R r{ ,

ori dx «i »2orin dx i 2

where F * is the so-called two-parton joint distribution function, giving

the probability that the incident hadron will make available the partons

required for the particular final state hadron considered and R f the

so-called recombination function, i.e. the probability that these partons

will indeed recombine; o-in denotes the total inelastic cross section. The

above formula contains the implicit assumption that we are only conside-

ring recombination leading to mesons; indeed, in the remainder of this

chapter we will only be concerned with proton-into-meson fragmentation.

Formula (3) easily reproduces the Ochs-observation (mentioned in chapter

3) if one assumes that F * faetorizes in a valence and a sea quark term

and that the latter peaks at very small x.

In the valon model the break-up of the incident hadron occurs

primarily into valons [Hwa80b]. The interaction itself starts with the

collision of a pair of valons, which is actually initiated by the wee
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partons of those valons. The remaining valons are just spectators and fly

through the interaction region with essentially undisturbed x-value.

However during the collision the bag condition*) is temporarily broken, •'.

i.e. the partons are set temporarily free. As the recombination time is

long compared to the QCD dressing-up time [Hwa80b], the partons first ',

"re-valonize" before recombining. Schematically the whole interaction '%

mechanism can be represented by a four step process in the following way

1 * 2 3 4 \
initial hadron -> valons -> partons -> valons •> final hadron (B)

,s.
The net effect is that, in the valon model, single particle inclusive ||

production (i.e. the end-product of the last step in scheme B) can be ':

described by a formula of the same form as (2), provided one now ?jV

interprets F * as a two-valon joint distribution function and R as a %

two-valon recombination function. The formulation of the valon model is :'

thus reduced to finding prescriptions for the parametrization of the i:,:
functions F * and R which properly take into account the complicated

valon mechanisms preceding step B4. The reaction mechanism assumed by the

valon model is sketched in figure 4.2b.
h*

In the valon mode of formula (3), the function F (x-j, x 2 ) is the ^
most complicated one, because it must describe the product of everything

that has occured up till the end of stage B3. The complete formulation of

the valon model in terms of equation (3) requires ',U

a. explicit knowledge of the description contained in formula (1) "S,

i.e. the functions G v / h ( y ) and F
v ( x / y , Q 2 ) ,

b . a prescription for carrying the parton end states of step B2,

i.e. the parton-level interpretation of the left hand side

function in formula (1), into the valon end states of step B3

c. suitable generalizations of all relevant formulae, in particular

•) A free hadron is a bound state of valons and/or partons, confined

within the size of the hadron by an attractive potential. The

constraints implied by this potential as well as by energy and

momentum conservation are often summarized using the term "bag

condition".
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hf
also the parametrization of R l(x-i,x2;x), for the situation of

two recombining valons.

We discuss these requirements (respectively Input functions) one by one.

4.1.1 Requirement a: The Distribution of Valons In a Hadron

The Gy/)j(y) functions of formula (1) play a role of primary
importance. They describe the (incalculable) wave function of the

2.a) Standard QRM

2.b) Valon Model

Figure 4.2: The reaction mechanism in eoft hadronic interactions

(a) in the "standard" Quark Recombination Model

(two etepe), (b) in the Valon Model (four steps)

I
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.;..! constituent quarks inside the hadrons. Within the framework of this

,''" thesis we will have to deal with U- and D-type valons both in the proton

': d and in the ^-raeson and with U(D)- and S-type valons in the kaon.

't'* Let us first consider the case of the U and D valons in the proton.

2?ür(y The momentum distribution functions for valons in a nucleon can be

•A derived from relation (1) using the very fact that they do not depend on

!<| Q2. To this end we "only" need knowledge of both the left hand side of

fe relation (1) and the Fv-functions at, an arbitrary but equal value of Q2.

1 ? There are two limiting situations where this is indeed the case: Q2 -> co

K and 02 -> o.
In the limit Q2 -> co the valon structure function Fv becomes a

; quantity which is completely calculable in QCD (asymptotic freedom!). The

left hand side of equation (1) is an experimentally known quantity in

:'; particular for high Q2. One can thus "invert" equation (1) at high Q2 and

extract the (Q2-independent) quantities G v / N(y). In his original work Hwa

performed this inversion operation in a flavour-independent way using

.. p-data [Hwa80a]. In later work Hwa and Zahir [HwaZBi] made a more

general analysis, using deep inelastic scattering up- and un-data, and

obtained flavour-dependent distributions for the valons inside the

proton. The resulting parametrization was

G (y) = B-1(1.65.3.O) y0'65 (1-y) 2* 0 (H.a)U/p'

1.35,3-3) y°' 3 5 (1-y) 2* 3 (I.b)

The second possibility for deriving the valon distribution function -~\

IJ from relation (1) is based on the fact that in the limit Q? -> 0 the valon

substructure can no longer be revealed, hence that (in this limit)

Fv(x/y, Q2) must approach one. Using Fv = 1 as an approximation valid for T~

the whole low Q2-region, the integrals of the required Gv/N-funetions ££•

become equal to the FN(x,Q2)-functions at low Q2 i.e. the experimentally ;:

well-known nucleon form factors. Hwa and Lam [HwaL82] solved these f,

integral equations by a moments-method and obtained

^ Gü/p(y) = B"
1(1.9.3.0) y0'9 (1-y) 2' 0 (5.a)

GD/p(y> = B"1(1.1,3.8) y0-1 (1-y) 2' 8 (>5.b)
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where B is the Euler-Beta function.

The differences between the distributions (5) and those obtained by

using the Q 2 -» 00 limit method (eq. 4) are not large. This fact indicates

that the valon model captures the essence of hadron structure, since it

provides a framework within which one can simultaneously understand

structure functions at high Q 2 and form factors at low Q2. However an

evaluation of the iiViT-ratio does favour the form-factor G^yN
distributions [Gat82b]. This could be due to the fact that the Q2 -> 00

solutions are determined in the leading log approximation only. I»i his

original work Hwa [HwaSOb] used flavour-independent Gy/n functions

resulting from the Q2 -» 00limit method; in the present analysis we will

use the Q 2 -» 0 limit expressions of equation (5).

Hwa has also pointed out that there are simpler and more direct ways

of obtaining the Gy/n-functions, using as experimental input only the

high-x behaviour of the corresponding F ^-function [Hwa80b]. This is

based on the behaviour expected from QCD for the function Fv(z,Q2) as

z •> 1. The general result obtained is that for any hadron h we will have

if and only if

as y -> 1

as x -> 1

(6)

This method can be applied to the meson case where only the large

x-behaviour is known. Massive lepton-pair production shows that the

structure function of the charged pion behaves nearly like (1-x)1 as

x -> 1. Using the above relation - and the constraints following from the

atUB sum rule - one obtains

W»> = 1 (7)

For the momentum distribution of valons in a K* one must allow

differences between U-valons and S-valons in order to accomodate mass

symmetry breaking effects. Suitable asymmetric distributions are of the

form

(8.a)

I

i
a? --=

'A-

Y :
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GS/K+(y2) * ( d + 1 ) *2

so that the average momentum fractions of the valons are

(8.b)

(9)

In a model where the average velocit ies of the two valons are the same,
the ratio Yy/yg of the average momenta should then be equal to the
effective mass ratio mu/mg = 2/3, using constituent quark masses for the
valons. Thus we expect d = 1/2 or

(8.e)

(8.d)GS/K+(y2) = 2

Note that for pions the same line of reasoning would lead to d=0 which is

just what has been used in formula (7) • In fact formula (8) is a special

case of the more general two-parameter formula

Gu/K+(y) =

G5/K+(y)

ya (1-y (10.a)

1

B(ot+1, B+1)
(1-y)0t

which has been suggested in [Hwa80b]. The specialization has been

introduced in [Gat82a] on account of the characteristics of the K* -> Kn

data to be analyzed.

It is straightforward to write down normalized multi-valon

distributions inside one hadron, starting from formulae (4),(5)«(7) and

(8), using symmetry considerations and momentum sun rules. Let us first

consider the two-valon distribution in a nucleon. The "marginal"

condition that

Gv/N(y1) = ƒ dy2 G v v V N(y 1,y 2) (11)
o

and the single-valon distributions given in eqs. (5) determine both the

I

ft

i

C'
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and y2-dependence of Gyy/. and GyD/p and its numerical constants as

, y9-9yO-9 d-y.-y )0-1

BC1.1.1.9) BC1.9.3.O) (12'a)

J-1 d-yi-y,) 0- 9

For the pion case the two-valon distribution is exceedingly simple
GüB/»*< y i t y2> = GDn/»"< y i t y8> = 6 ( y i + y 2 - i > C13Ï

For the kaon case one finds (using equations (8.c) and (8.d))

) - -

Actually, in reality equation (14) was postulated directly as a suitable
asymmetric generalization of (13).

Hote that the distribution functions G^^ are probability functions
defined in the non-invariant phase space dy. The invariant distributions
Fy / h are obtained by suitable multiplicative factors; e.g. in the case of
formula (14)

yy2 ) = y,y2 6(y1 + y2 - i

1.1.2 Requirement a: The Internal Structure of Valons

The next point we have to consider is the internal structure of the

valons in terms of partons. The partons can be either quarks, anti-quarks

or gluons. Since we can detect gluons only after their materialization

into qq-pairs, we are left to deal with only quark and anti-quark

distributions in a valon. In discussing the distribution Fv of quarks in

a valon we have to distinguish valence and sea quark contributions. In Ü

[Hwa80a] it has been proposed to assume flavour independence and ;•

therefore distinguish only two types of distributions: (••:';

(i) The invariant distribution of quarks (or anti-quarks) in a valon 'ïi

of the same flavour as the quark (or anti-quark) under !
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consideration. This is called the "favoured" distribution and

denoted by K(z) where z is the momentum fraction carried by the

(anti)quark).

(ii) The invariant distribution of (anti-) quarks with a flavour

different from that of the parent valon. This "unfavoured"

distribution is denoted by L(z).

By introducing only two different distributions one keeps track of

the quark flavour > but uses otherwise flavour-independent

parametrizations. Also all colour and spin degrees of freedom are ignored

i.e. treated in an average way. The functions K(z) and L(z) present

"simplified" versions of the Fv(z,Q2) functions; we suppress their

(^-dependence but one should not forget that K and L are to be considered

at low Q 2 values. For these low Q2 values we can no longer calculate the

K- and L-functions explicitly; one has to parametrize them and extract

the values of the parameters involved from the data.

In his original valon work Hwa determined the favoured and

unfavoured valon structure functions using data from low-Q2

DIS-experiments [Hwa80b], Actually these evaluations were performed in

terms of L(z) and KNg(z) = [K(z)-L(z)]. The reason for considering the

(non-singlet) [K(z)-L(z)] combination is based upon the fact that it

refers to the (q-q) quark flavour combination and thus (obviously)

represents the valence quark component in the valon [deGr793. A

moments-method was used to determine the parameters involved.

In fact it is more reliable to extract the L(z) distribution from

soft hadronic data, as in that case there is no need to know the relevant

Q2 range explicitly. Also in the present work we have avoided the use of

moment integrals and performed all the necessary integrations

numerically. For L(z) we use essentially the same parametrization as in

[Hwa80b], i.e. the flavour-independent canonical guess

L(z) = (16)

For [K(z)-L(z)] we use an analogous expression but with
additional Regge-type low-z factor i . e .

an

fe

P
I
•pii
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=CK(z)-L(z)] = (17)

l,

where B is an Euler-Beta-function. The \|z-factor is suggested by the

value of the Regge trajectory intercept for non-strange mesons (see e.g.

[Kuti71]). The normalization of this (invariant) non-singlet component

follows directly from the fact that each valon contains exactly one

valence quark

= 1 (18)

1 B(|.)

a s ƒ dz KNS(z) = =

Note that the parameter "b" also determines the average momentum

fraction a carried by the valence quarks. Indeed

(19)

In expression (16) i t i s the parameter "a" which explicitly represents
the momentum fraction carried by (each of) the "unfavoured" quarks.
Assuming that all excited quark-flavours are equally effective, the total
amount of momentum carried by the non-valence quarks would be 2fa, with
"f" denoting the number of "excited" quark flavours. . The value of f
depends on the CH-energy; for the present application we will assume f=3.

The above expressions introduce the parameters which are used in the
valon description of low-pt fragmentation processes. It i s one of the
aims of the present work to determine these parameters not from DIS-data
(as was done in [Hwa80b]), but directly from low-pfc hadronic
interactions.

A -
7

Ï
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4.1.3 Requirement b; The Valonization

We must now formulate the "evolution" from partons into valons. We .,

Y will of course concentrate on the two valons "drafted" into recombination ,

in step B4. To be specific we will restrict ourselves to the case of a

proton fragmenting into a v+ and postpone the dicussion of flavour .j|

depeivJent effects to section 4.1.4. We will thus consider the evolution -3

into a U- and D-valon respectively, of two partons resulting from the i,?\

fragmentation of the proton-valons. If it were not for the presence of '"•,

gluons a description of this evolution would be trivial. One would just ^

consider a u and d parton resulting from the proton-valons fragmentation.

These u and d partons would then develop (in time) their own

valon-cluster and turn themselves "automatically" into valons of the same

type, through the bremsstrahlung and pair-formation processes of QCD. The

: only thing we would have to consider is the joint probability of finding

- a u and 0 parton in the proton "debris" and replace the parton labels by f~~-

},"< valon ones.

The problem with the above reasoning is that it ignores the gluons

..,-> and the momentum fraction carried by them. During step B2 many gluons

' originate from the valon. In step B3 we are concerned with the

i hadronization of all partons (including gluons) and not just u and 0

• t partons. Obviously these gluons should be accounted for in some way,

:.'\ otherwise the momentum they carry would be lost in the final hadron

state. The most important contribution from gluons to the hadronization

comes from gluons creating qq pairs. Duke and Taylor [Duke79] have shown

that (phenomenologically) the equilibrium between qq pairs and gluons can

be parametrized by a so-called "saturation" of the sea, i.e. by

normalizing the contribution of the sea qq-pairs in such a way that the ?wI
sum of the fractional momenta of the valence and sea (qq) quarks is equal *

to 2f «a + a = 1 within each valon. In this procedure one makes the '%

implicit assumption that the gluon-contributions do not alter the shape

of the sea-di3tribution. In [Hwa80b] it was suggested to use this result

as a guide to account for gluon hadronization in the "valonization"

process. This amounts to requiring
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2 b +3 1 2b+2

(20)a
2f 2f 2b+3 -

or replacing L(z) by a renormalized function L(z) which is defined as
1 2b+2 „

L(z) = (c+1) (1-z)c (21)
- 2f 2b+3

Note that now also K(z) = KNS(z) + L(z); see formula (17).

After the saturation operation the number of parameters entering in

the valon-description of low-pt fragmentation processes is reduced to two

(assuming flavour independence for the time being). It should be realized

that this constraint is a phenomenological patch, valid for low-pfc
hadronic processes only, and possibly also only for p -> meson

reactions .̂ It places the correct normalization of L(z) outside the

domain of the hadronic interactions. From his determination of L(z) using

DIS-data, Hwa estimated [Hwa80b] that this saturation-procedure could

enhance the U z ) normalization by as much as a factor 5 compared with

L(z).

The above reasoning implies that we will transfer whatever parton

formula at hand into its valon counter-part version, just by replacing in

such formulae (16) by (21).

4.1.4 Requirement c: The Recombination Function

One of the main merits of the valon-model is that the definition of
hf

the recombination function R l becomes trivial and devoid of some of its

previous (parton-level) uncertainties. This is in essence due to the fact

that steps B1 and B4 are just inverses of each other. Indeed the absolute

square of, say, the n wave function in terms of valons i.e.

•) J. Ranft [Ranf79] has shown - using sum rules constraints - that the

sea-enhancement does not occur for baryon-production reactions. This,

in his opinion, makes the concept of an enhanced sea quark

distribution "physically11 doubtful as a method to represent the

contribution from gluons. From a practical point it would imply that

one cannot use the same patch for both types of reactions.
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<v1(y1)v2(y2)|n>, not only gives the probability of finding two valons of ËM

the pion at y1 and y2 respectively, it also gives the probability of In-

forming a pion from two valons at those y^-values, because the latter is '"

described by just the complex conjugate amplitude <w|vl(y1)v2(y2)>. Thus

in a theory with well defined valon states, the recombination function |

becomes exactly defined. For the case of recombination leading to a pion,

eq. (15) then yields immediately the required (invariant) properly . ,,

normalized expression. In eq. (15) the total pion momentum (y1+y2) is i>!

normalized to one. If the pion carries only a fraction x of the incident

hadron momentum eq. (15) becomes r̂ i

R'U-.x-;») = - J — ? - 8 ( — + — -1) (22) V
X2 x x »••••:

The recombination function for kaons can be derived in an analogous way: f>'

p __L 8(-!- + - £ - i ) (23) rj
I • " . * x 2 x x x ;

••::i where x 7 denotes the fractional momentum of the strange quark. H,
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4 .2 PREDICTIONS FOR PROTON FRAGMENTATION SPECTRA %f-

The prediction for the longitudinal meson (N) structure function in f^U

the proton fragmentation region fp ^ M(x> can now be calculated as a | t -

: convolution of the relevant valon distributions in the proton and the p \

recombination function for the meson M; the exact prescription is given ,̂ T;
+ "'•by formula (3). Let us f irst concentrate on the specific channels p -» IT |

and p -> K*. £l\

4.2.1 p -» it Fragmentation p

The Joint-distribution function ¥^six^,x2)
 f o r t h e U a n d ° valons

recombining into a w+ i s - as explained in section 4.1.3 - nothing but s

the Joint u,d parton distribution in the debris of the p(=UUD)-valons,

provided we use L instead of L. This distribution is easily obtained by -

making a two-parton generalization of the single-parton distributions. , »

There i s however a complication: the two partons considered can either |; .
::< or ig inate from the same i n i t i a l valon or from two di f ferent ( i n i t i a l ) Löv
.• ones . He wi l l c a l l the Joint-parton (valon) d is tr ibut ion functions

corre

^ Thus

corresponding to these two p o s s i b i l i t i e s Ff- and F?^ respect ive ly .

The evaluation of the inclusive distributions FJ*i1 *, F^g2) i s possible '•-

provided one knows the probability of finding the d i f ferent possible -•"'"'

valons in the init ial hadron (c.q. proton) and the (invariant) I'

distribution of the momentum-fraction with which each parton "leaves" a -'r

specific valon. Both these quantities are indeed known; the former are lkf

nothing but the ^v/h^f^ functions discussed in sect ion 4 . 1 . 1 ; the fe

l a t t e r the K(z), L(z) functions parametrized in section 4 . 1 . 2 and 4 . 1 . 3 . U.

Expressing everything in terms of momentum fractions ( x 1 t x 2 ) of the f^

incident proton ( instead of the momentum fractions of the valon) one •

finds in a straightforward way (s ince p=UUD) for the fragmentation

process p -> w+

I
'/• ' - } '



and

In a similar way one finds for the channel p -> v~ that

(26.a)

y y-x, y y -x 2

+
 2

 G D/ P
( y ) CKC—>Lt—j-) +

and

X 1 X 2

» x 1 x_ x , x-j
G (y .y ) L(—i-)L(—) + G (y ,y ) K(—)L(—)

ÜU/p 1 2 y . y . ' DU/p y i ' y 2 y, y .

(26.b)

't'jr»1''?:» 3
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Note that the two K«b combinations are introduced to accommodate the fact

that the valence quark can either leave the valon before or after the sea

quark; this refinement has been introduced in [Hwa81l.

The net result is that one has expressed the (invariant) joint

two-parton distribution in terms of the two parameters entering into the

single parton-distributions (17) and (21).

Replacing R f(x-|iX2;x) and F i(x1,x2) in formula (3) by their

valon-versions (22) we find, after performing the integration over x2,

that

J L J^(p -> n) = I ƒ dx* FP(x1 .X-X,) (27)
Bln dx * o

where Fp has to be interpreted in terms of the eqs. enumerated above and
the KNS(z), L(z) parametrizations of (17) and (21) respectively. Eq. (27)
is the master formula for the valon description of inclusive pion
production in the proton fragmentation region.

1.2.2 p -» K* Fragmentation

Deriving a master formula for the valon description of inclusive K+

production requires three modifications:
(i) The replacement of Ff- of (25) by an appropriate Ff- i . e . a joint

UD US

(U,5) distribution function,
( i i ) The replacement of R11 of (22) by the (U,3) recombination function

JT of equation (23).
( i i i ) The introduction of a correction factor accounting for the

experimentally observed suppression of the number of strange
sea-quarks.

Modification (i) is trivial. The functions F^gCi}'C2>(x,,x2)
involved are identical to those of (25) because - in our
flavour-independent description - L(z) describes equally well the S quark
distribution as the 3-one.

Modification ( i i ) introduces a mass symmetry breaking effect. The
required recombination function R (x^,x2;x) is once again given by the
major bonus of the yalon model ("step B4 i s nothing but the inverse of
B1") i . e . by equations (14) and (23) as

"'T-'

P

Li..
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(28)

The third and final modification stems from the fact that p -> K+

fragmentation involves a recombination process with a valon that has

evolved from a strange (S) sea quark. A priori two factors appear of

importance in assessing the probability of such a process

• the number of available s quarks

• the (reduced).momentum distribution of these s quarks.

The first factor is directly proportional to the normalization of

the p -> K+ spectrum; the second one primarily influences its shape.

Empirically, the number of excitable ss pairs in the proton sea is

strongly suppressed with respect to the number of ud and dö pairs.

Presumably this suppression is just another manifestation of the fact

that s quarks have larger masses than u or d [Fiel783. We will denote the

suppression factor involved by the symbol g. Ammosov et al. estimated it

by studying K/n ratio's in inclusive vp-interactions [Ammo80] as

g = 0.27 ± 0.04 (29)

The average momentum distribution of strange sea quarks is poorly known.

One would expect that in view of their larger (effective) mass, strange

sea quarks carry on average more momentum than non-strange ones. This

effect could however be largerly compensated by the fact that the strange

sea quarks are less numerous. Fortunately, in the dominant subprocess for

p -> K+ fragmentation, the x-region of interest is dominated by the

valence quark contribution and thus rather insensitive to the assumed

shape for the-strange sea distribution. Coupled to the above compensating

effects, it is therefore probably not too bad an approximation to ignore

the strange quark effects on the reduced longitudinal momentum

distributions and keep the flavour-independent sea description of (21).

We can then assume that all strange sea quark effects are taken into

account just by renormalising the (x/oin)•Cdcr/dx) (p -> K
+) distribution

with the factor g introduced above.

After substitution of the K+ recombination function (23) into

equation (3) and taking the strange sea suppression into account, we

I
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obtain the master formula for the inclusive process p -» K* if
(30)

It now looks as if we should complete the section with writing down

the p -> K~ master formula, related to the p •> K+ one much in the same way

as the p -> n~ formula to the p -> TI+ one. There is however no such

straightforward similarity. The fragmentation process p -> K~ requires the

recombination of two sea quarks (c.q. valons) in all its subdiagrams. In

the "simple" recombination model one only deals with fragmentation

processes in which the final state particle shares at least one valence

quark with the "incident" particle. In the valon description all the

leading terms are still of this type although one now allows

"corrections" due to sea-sea contributions [see L.L terms in (21) and

(22)]. In principle one could also extend the valon model formulas for

processes like P -> K~ containing only sea-sea terms. Further

considerations then however immediately indicate that the approximations

used to incorporate the strange sea suppressions are no longer justified;

e.g. one now does need an accurate (flavour-dependent) description of the

x-behaviour of the sea-quarks.

After all the steps described above, the valon model prediction for

the three fragmentation processes p -> n+, p -> n~ and p -> K+ is reduced to

a description depending on only two parameters, the valon-structure

"slopes" b and c.

To proceed we first have to fix those parameters and use one of the

above processes as a calibration reaction. This procedure is described in

the next section.

m

I
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4.3 DETERMINATION OF THE VALON STRUCTURE PARAMETERS ||

In this section we describe how the valon structure functions KNS(z) f|;

[• and l,(z) are extracted from low-pt hadronic reactions rather than from ??:;̂

'"; DIS-data. We thus circumvent the problem of the choice as to which DIS P ^

:,;•' Q2-region is effectively relevant for soft hadronic processes. fëj

^ We use low-pt data on p -» n~ fragmentation from a 70 GeV/c K*p >ƒ

it experimont. In principle the choioe of the energy is irrelevant provided J

one has reached the -scaling regime and uses in formula (27) the L

corresponding <?in. The data were obtained in an exposure of the CERN BEBC ||.

bubble chamber. Details on the data analysis can be found in chapter 2 of ;•

this thesis.

For the determination of the valon structure parameters we will use

the backwardly produced iT's as it is one of cleanest channels available:

the contamination from p" and K~ is negligible and the influence of -;"

resonance-decay products minimal. "

The determination of the valon structure functions K(z) and JL(z) --

requires tue evaluation of two parameters, i.e. the exponents b and c. In f|

his original work Hwa [HwaSOb] determined these parameters using < •

moments-equations. This transformation technique saves computer time but V

has also some basic drawbacks: >"-j

(i) Calculating moments means averaging, thus loss of information, (L

(especially in the low- and intermediate-|x| regions).

(ii) A moment-integral is defined as H(n)= ƒ dx x n~ 2 H(x). The '

higher order moments give the highest weights to the bins at

large x. Unfortunately, due to the (1-x)"-dependence, those ;: •

bins also contain the least data. As a consequence, and unless

one applies a severe cut-off in the range of moments used, one \.~~

is trying to extract the most significant results from the br?

weakest part of the data. ,v

(iii) The moments-method also leads to predictions in terms of ':

moments. At some point, these moments-predictions have to be

converted into functions of x. This conversion is very

sensitive to the parametrization of the moments.

For the above reasons we decided to determine our parameters not

y - 80 -



using the the moments-method but a least-squares fit; the multiple

integrations involved were performed numerically .

; The comparison with the data is done on the level of the ~§b'i

•t> (x/a.,,) .(dff/dx) inclusive distribution. Note that the predictions sfe

obtained for any given set of the parameters are absolute in pr'

i 'cV normal ization. {\)

V--y.;- The fit based on formula (23) resulted in the values J>

•!r* . b = -0.42 + 0.03; c = 2.7 ± 0.3 (3D &'::'

/ The prediction derived from these parameter-values is shown in fig. 4.3. '"'

• • The agreement is excellent. For 10 degrees of freedom we obtain a .

chisquare of 6, which corresponds to a confidence level of more than 85%.

..] Using the moments-method, Hwa [Hwa80b] also determined the parameter

i.ê c; his result was c s 3.5. His value was obtained using of a very steep

sea-quark distribution; »he input for the L(z) distribution was based on

a parametrization of DIS-results by Field and Feynman [Fiel77]. Hore

recent work by Hwa and co-workers [Hwaprc] using a more "reasonable" ^>

*i I f
I sea-quark distribution indicated that c should be significantly smaller. '-./;:

In [XieQ82] a value as low as c =1.5 was used to describe inclusive

vector meson production. Our result is somewhere in between. L ,,

It is important to point out that with the value for b fitted as

above, one implies a momentum fraction carried by the valence quarks of -
a = (46+2)* (32)

This result is immediately obtained from equation (19). It is in

agreement with what one expects for low Q 2 from neutrino interactions :;

[Groo793. This fact is another indication that the valon model gives a %

consistent picture of soft hadronic processes.
t-s.
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1

4.4 COMPARISONS WITH DATA AND FURTHER PREDICTIONS

After having determined the values of the two variable parameters,

we have arrived at the point where the valon model can give

parameter-free predictions for other fragmentation distributions. Not

having used DIS proton data to determine the internal structure of the

valons we can even make absolute (proton) DIS predictions.

K+p - r\- + X at 70 GeV/c 'I1,:

Figure 4.3: Fit of the valon model parameters to the invariant v~
distribution in the proton fragmentation region obeerved
in the reaction K*p -»> if + X at 70 GeV/e incident
momentum
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4,4.1 Fragmentation of Protons into Pions

It is straightforward to derive a parameter-free absolute prediction

for p -> n+ fragmentation, using formulae (2i),(22) and (23). The result

is shown in figure 4.4 for K+p data at 70 GeV/c.

The data are taken from reference [Bar81b], but some additional

corrections have been applied for misidentified protons and indirect *+ls

resulting from A + + decay (see chapter 2 of this thesis). Left in the

sample is a residual contamination of backwardly produced K+Is which

should be negligible. Keeping in mind the absolute character of the

prediction, the agreement can be qualified as satisfactory. The

discrepancy in shape is probably due to the remaining contributions from

isobar decays (A0, A+, etc).

The curves obtained for p -> W* can be scaled to the inelastic pp

cross section at ISR energies (-28 mb) and compared with the

corresponding data [Sing78]. The result is shown in figure 4.5 together

with the prediction for p -> ir. Also pp data at 100-400 GeV/c incident

momentum [John78] have been included in the comparisons. Both sets of

data were published for a number of fixed Pj values only. For the purpose

of our comparison we performed a numerical integration using an

exponential p. behaviour. In view of the uncertainties introduced by our

integration procedure, the agreement is satisfactory.

As stated in section 3.2, in the original version of the

recombination model (e.g. [DasH77,HwaR79]) the contributions of sea-sea

recombination products were completely neglected. In the present version

of the valon model these terms can be taken into account, provided there

is a leading component in which the initial and final state particle

share one valence quark. It is interesting to see how important the

contribution of sea-sea terms [i.e. the terms containing L.J, products in

eqs. (21) and (22)] are in the valon model. Therefore we present in

figure 4.6 the contributions of valence-sea and sea-sea recombination for

both p -» n+ and p-> TI" (the contributions Fp(1) and Fp(2) are shown

separately). The sea-sea recombination terms give a significant

contribution at relatively low values of |x| only.
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4.4.2 Fragmentation of Protons into Kaons

For the comparison of the prediction for p -> K+ with data we use

formulae (31) and (30). All parameters in FJj- are fixed (via the same

functions K N S and L as used for p -> if*) by the fit results given in (32)

and the g-value of (29).

The prediction for the p -> K+ spectrum is shown in fig. 4.5. Also
/ . • •

K4p - n+ + X at 70 GeV/c

'%

Figure 4.4: Comparison of the parameter-free valon model prediction
for the invariant p -* i / distribution, with experimental
data in the proton fragmentation from K+p •* it + X at 70
GeV/e
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shown are data from refs . [Sing78] and [John78]. Again we performed a

p^-integration assuming an exponential behaviour. The agreement between

the data and the predictions i s remarkably gpod.

M.M.3 Deep Inelastic Scattering

As stated above, not having used DIS proton data to determine the

internal valon structure we can now go the inverse way i . e . predict DIS

o .25 .5 .75 1 .25 .5 .75 1 .25 .5 .75 1

xr = PL

^ • - . v

Figure 4.5: Comparison of the parameter-free valon model predictions

for the invariant »+, n~ and K? distributions in the

proton fragmantation region with experimental data from

pp collisions at the ISR ([Sing?8]) and at FNAL

(CJohn?8j)
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proton quantities from the fitted parameters. Comparison of these

predictions with DIS-data at different values of Q2 can give a rough

estimate of the average value of Q2 relevant for our low-pt data. This

value is of interest, as it is not easy to give a satisfactory

prescription on how to calculate such a Q2-value directly from the low-pt
data. There is of course a general belief that the effective Q 2 in low-pt

10
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a) p -» n" •»• X 6) p -» IT* + X

\
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Sea-Sea

0.4 0.8 0. 0.4 0.8
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r \
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: — p"

0.4 0.8 0. 0.4 0.8

-EL
P i n .

Figure 4.6: The contributions from valence-sea and sea-sea
recombinations are shown as dash-dotted and dotted
curves, respectively, for p -* »" (a) and p •* " O>) • In

figures (a) and (d) the solid and the dash-dotted lines
represent the contributions from &(*' and tfP'z' in the
same processes
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processes should be rather low, due to the softness of the interaction.

The DIS-functions of interest to us are the (well-known) proton

structure functions vWg(x) and the sea quark distribution xS(x) of the

nucleon. It is straightforward to show that the equally well-known parton

formula

VW2(X) = i5 i

becomes in the valon model
1

vwz(x) = 2 ƒ dy Gü/p(y) [J K(5 5 L(S)]
9 y

(33)

m

! ;

In addition, one sees immediately that in the valon model
1

xS(x) = ƒ dy [2 Gu/p(y) + GD/p(y)] L(2)
x y

(35)

In both the above formulae L(z) is now again the original

flavour-singlet contribution i.e. this function before it was

renormalized into L(z) in order to account for the effect of the gluons

in low-pt reactions. As such our previous fit has only given us the shape

of L(z), not its normalization. However, we can proceed if we give up on

predicting xS(x) and use relation (35) to derive (once more) I/z) from

the DIS xS(x) data. Using this new prediction and the KNg(z) parameters

from (3D, it is then possible to give again (absolute) predictions for

vW2. Actually it is known that xS(x) falls much steeper with x than

[K(z)-L(ï)]. As a result the contribution of L(z) to vW2(x) in the

region of interest (i.e. 0.2 < x < 0.8) is rather small and its

(re)determination not very sensitive for the prediction of vW2(x). This

feature lends our procedure an additional measure of safety. The

prediction obtained for vW2(x) using this procedure is shown in

fig. 4.7.

Also shown on the same plot are DIS-datr at several values of Q2,

namely = 9, 20-22 and 200 GeV2, respectively (for a compilation of

Deep Inelastic Scattering data, see e.g. [Mont80]). Comparison with the

1
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data indicates tïiat the constructed vw2 corresponds (if one assumes the

validity of a linear log Q 2 extrapolation) to a Q2 of <i GeV2. This does

not necessarily imply that there exists a hidden variable in soft

processes that plays the role of Q2 with such a value. But the result

does lend support to the nieaningfulness of describing soft processes in

the parton basis, since a curve too high in fig. M.7 would render parton

interpretations difficult and a curve too low would yield unphysieally

high Q 2 I S .

X ÏO"1-

itr3 fe
Figure 4.7: Predictions for vW2 using fitted valon-paramtere

(hatched region) compared with DIS data at Q2 = 9 GeV2

(black squares), «2 . 20-22 GeV2 (black cirkels) and
«2 = 200 GeV2 (open cirkels)
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4.5 COMPATIBILITY WITH OTHER THEORIES AND CONCEPTS

In the previous sections we have presented a successful description

of some features of low-pt hadronic interactions in the framework of the

valon model and established a "compatibility-link11 with hard (DIS)

processes. If one believes that the valon model captures the essence of

hadron structure and of hadronic interactions, one can go even further

and use the model to extract information on otherwise unaccessible

quantities, such as e.g. structure functions of kaons. The credibility of

such information would increase if the basic ingredients of the valon

model coincide (or at least are not incompatible) with existing

established theories and concepts in the field.

At present there exists a quite general belief that QCD is the most

rigorous theory available for the description of strong interactions in a

quark-parton language. One of the problems with QCD is that calculations

for low-Q2 processes (and thus for longitudinal distributions in soft

hadronic interactions) are not (yet) feasible. On the other hand it is

possible to calculate e.g. the Q -dependence of DIS structure functions

at high Q in perturbative QCD (see e.g. [Soed81] and [Mont80] for some

results on this point). The valon model prediction for vW2(x) in the Q
2

range relevant for soft processes, is a smooth extrapolation of data

obtained at higher Q2-values and the latter are rather well described by

QCD-predictions. We have even gone so far as to estimate the Q2 for soft

hadronic interactions from a log Q2 extrapolation (suggested by QCD) af

high-Q2 results. This result is only meaningful if the essence of the

valon model does not conflict with basic assumptions from QCD. This

proviso raises the more general question cf the compatibility of the

valon model with QCD. Some aspects of this important point will be

discussed in section 4.5.1.

Also Regge and Triple Regge theory have been proven to be powerful

tools in the description of many features of hadronic interactions. Both

these theories have links with well established concepts, such as

S-matrix theory, topology and unitarity (see also section 5.4). In our

applications of the valon model we have incorporated predictions from

Regge theory for the low-x behaviour of valence quarks. Yet there are
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several other firm predictions from Regge, which need not necessarily be

compatible with the valon model itself or with the details of its

parametrization. A discussion of the compatibility with Regge will be

presented in section 1.5-2.

In dual topological unitarization (see e.g. [Chew78]) Regge

behaviour is related to the very important concept of Short Range Order

[LeBe76]. Low-pt interactions seem to obey short range order and local

quantum number conservation. The behaviour of the valon model with

respect to short range order is discussed in section 4.5.3.

1.5.1 Compatibility with QCD

QCD is a gauge field theory for the strong interactions, which

describes the interaction between pointlike coloured objects, the partons

(quarks, anti-quarks and gluons). The valon model on the other hand gives

a phenomenological description of hadronic interactions in the form of a

four-step process

1 2 3 4
initial hadron -> valons -» partons -> valons -> final hadron

using valons composed of an undefined number of the pointlike coloured

partons. As continuously new (coloured) partons are created and existing

partons are annihilated, the valons do not have a well-defined colour

themselves. This implies that steps 1 and 4 of the reaction mechanism in

the valon model have no clear relation with QCD.

The strong interaction between partons does however govern steps 2

and 3; these steps should therefore in principle be calculable in QCD.

For the reasons referred to above a detailed discussion of these steps in

terms of QCD is not yet feasible for low Q2 values. At high Q2 values

however, the Q2-development of the parton cluster around a valence quark

(step 2) can be calculated perturbatively. In [Hwa80a] this

^-development was parametrized as

I':

• •'X

. .'?
MNS(n« rr

ln(Q2/A2)
(36)

where M ^ n . Q 2 ) stands for the n t n moment of the KNS function and Q§ is
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an arbitrary reference value of Q2. This parametrization is the leading

order QCD result and gives a good description of DIS data at high Q2

[Hwa80a]. Using this formula and DIS data as an input, Hwa derived a

parametrization for the valon distributions in a nucleon. It is a fact

however that thess distributions agree rather well with parametrizations

based on form-factors at very low Q2 [Hwa81] (see section 4.1.1). This

finding indicates that the description of step 2 in terms of QCD works

well at least at high (^-values.

Also the dressing-up of the partons (step 3) is governed by QCD. At

this point however, one is only dealing with low Q2-values. Here one can

derive some support from another fact: one achieves a correct

normalization of the final state hadronic spectra just by accounting for

the gluons, i.e. the carriers-of the strong force in QCD. This again

supports compatibility (at- least up to some accuracy) with QCD. In

[Chan8i] the authors even calculated quark and gluon decay functions in

the framework of the recombination model and QCD. Their results, however,

still await experimental confirmation.

A more general problem concerns the question whether the concept of

valons is in itself compatible with QCD. Recently arguments in favour of

a two-level structure of hadrona have been derived from the role of

instantons In QCD [Shur82]. Shuryak showed that there are fluctuations in

the QCD-vacuum ("instantons1*) with a critical radius p c z (1/600)MeV.

This quantity suggests a new scale of phenomena in QCD, rather different

from the confinement length R c o n f ~ (1/200)MeV, at which the coupling

becomes really strong. These two scales could correspond to valons and

hadrons, respectively. More arguments in favour of valens have been

presented by Gribov, based on the structure of gluonium states [Grib79].

M.5.2 Compatibility with (Triple) Regge Theory

In section 3.2 we have outlined how in Regge theory the low-x

behaviour of the quark distribution function q(x) is related to the

so-called zero-intercept a(0) of the trajectory of mesons containing the

quark q and its antiquark q

xq(x) - x 1~ a ( 0 ) for x -> 0 (37)
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The Regge intercepts relevant for our analyses are 0.5 for the
£-intercept (u and d quarks) and 0.0 for the 4> -intercept (strange
quarks); therefore we find for the valence quark (non-singlet)
distributions at small x-values

xu(x) - xd(x) - >]x

xs(x) ~ x

(38.a)

(38.b)

These are the dependences of the low-x behaviour which we have imposed by

hand [see e.g. equation (17)] thus forcing a compatibility with Regge

theory at least on this point.

In the very forward region of low-pt inclusive processes (say above

|x| = 0.8), the cross section is claimed to become dominated by so-called

Triple Regge couplings, a situation where the inclusive process a+b -> c+X

is described in terms of an elastic three particle amplitude

(a+b+c -> a+b+c), dominated by a self-coupling between three exchanged

Regge-trajectories [DeTa71]. Van Hove has noticed [Hove78] that, even in

the very forward region, the Triple-Regge mechanism probably contributes

only additively to a recombination type contribution and never provides

the total fragmentation contribution by itself. One of the clearest

demonstrations of this phenomenon can be found in the ISR data on

pp -> iTX [Sing78]. A fit based on the required A-trajectory shows very

poor agreement. A fit based on a sum of a Triple-Regge A and a

recombination contribution easily accounts for the data. The observation

made by Van Hove is that all cases where a Triple-Regge contribution

appears capable of explaining the data alone, are in some sense

"accidents". ' They just correspond to the situations where both

Triple-Regge and recombination mechanisms imply a similar large-x

dependence. In such cases the Triple-Regge contribution can easily absorb

the recombination contribution (while of course the opposite is

excluded). It is interesting to point out that also the K* -> K° process

is of this "accidental" type; Indeed both the Triple-Regge and the

recombination model contributions are dominated by a term - (1-x)a, with

"a" close to zero.
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4.5.3 Short-Range-Order in the Valon Model ';|

The concept of Short-Range-Order (SRO) is most easily formulated (

using the so-called rapidity correlation functions
-.'t

p(1)(ya.yb;y) = ~ (ya.yb> «39..) f

where ya ,yb and y (y-| and y2) denote the rapidity variables of the

incident particles a and b and of the detected partide(s), respectively.

Because of Lorentz-invariance the p are functions of rapidity

differences only and we could thus also write p (ya-y,y-yjj)

and p^2^(ya-yiiy-|-y2iy2-yb^ •
 Now SR0 can be defined as [LeBe76]:

1) When one of the rapidity differences is much larger than some

basic correlation length L, then p ^ and/or p^2^ become

independent of this variable. A typical value for L is 2.

2) When |y-,-y2| is much larger than L, p ( 2 ) factorizes in a product

of one-particle densities p ^ .

These two conditions can be trivially generalized to any p ^ ,

k > 3. Roughly speaking, the above definition implies that two particles,

which are widely separated on the rapidity axis, are uncorrelated. This

property of high-energy interactions implies that additive quantum

numbers as charge and strangeness (and probably also pt) must be

conserved locally, i.e. within a rapidity interval of width L - 2. The

latter property is called Local Quantum Number Conservation.

As experimental data indicate [Foa753 that SRO plays a very

important role in high-energy scattering, any model should contain it.

The question arises whether the valon model is compatible with SRO. Short

range order implies that particles (e.g. quarks) that are far apart in

rapidity, are uncorrelated. They should not feel each others presence

through any interaction; in particular they should not recombine. The

only place where SRO enters the recombination model is in the

recombination function.
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Takasugi et al . [Taka79] used short range order as an input to find
a parametrization for the recombination function. By demanding that the
probability of recombination of two quarks into a meson behaves as a
Gaussian of width A in the rapidity difference, they arrived at the form

Xi ~
R(xlfx2;x) = a exp[ - — (In

A2 X2
(40)

This form looks different from the form, which was proposed in [DasH773

and used for the pion recombination function (22) in our analyses. The

latter formula was obtained by requiring the recombination function to

vanish for x^ or Xg approaching 0. This was required in order to prevent

the "wee" partons from taking part in recombination processes in the

fragmentation region: the "wee" partons are supposed to contribute only

to the processes in the central region'. This requirement also limits the

rapidity difference of the recombining partons, but not so strictly as

expression (40). Nevertheless Takasugi et al. observed that the

difference between predictions based on formulae (22) and (40) are hardly

noticeable [Taka793.

The conclusion is that the valon model does indeed roughly obey SRO,

although it was not put in explicitly. The fact that SRO is more or less

respected in the valon model (and in the recombination model in general),

is a posteriori actually not so surprising, if one realizes that the

inspiration for all recombination models comes from the Ochs-observation

[0chs77]. The observation that the inclusive v+ spectra in the proton

fragmentation region resemble the u-quark distribution in the proton as

measured in -deep inelastic leptoproduction, is of course related to the

concept of local quantum number conservation and thus to SRO.
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4.6 THE APPLICATION OF THE VALON MODEL AS A PROBE FOR KAON STRUCTURE

As explained in chapter 3, low-pt models are often unique tools to

arrive at hadron structure information. This is true e.g. in the case of

K* mesons, due to the fact that it is not possible to construct

sufficiently dense and stable K* targets. Therefore DIS experiments

cannot be used to probe the K* structure. In this section we will show

how the valon model can be used for this purpose.

The data we use are the prompt K*1 data from the 70 GeV/c K*p

experiment, which have been described in chapter 2. These data were

obtained from an exposure of the BEBC bubble chamber to an RF separated

beam containing approximately 95% K + Is. Note that Kn stands for both K°

and K°; experimentally we essentially only determined the cross section

for K| (=K°+K°).
To perform the above mentioned determination of the kaon structure,

we must generalize the valon model in two ways:

- we must determine the parton distributions in strange valons

- as mentioned above we must take into account two subprocesses,

namely the transitions K+ -> K ° and K + -> K°.

In the fragmentation region of a kaon, the inclusive distribution

(x/orin)dc/dx of the detected particle Kn can in any case again be

expressed in the valon model as a convolution

<-^(K +^> K n) = ƒƒ
dxain
dx

( x ) RK
n
(x j

1 2 1 2

According to the valon model the recombination function R* i s
directly related to the valon distribution G D S / K 0 ^ - ! * ^ ' &? i s o s P i n

symmetry GDg/Ko i s the same as GpS/jjO and as Gjjg/K+. The latter function
describes the structure of the incident particle K+ before the
interaction. With the help of equations (14) and (23), one immediately
finds for Vr = RK = ^r

3 «1 X'
(x1tx2;x) = X X X

(42)

where x, refers to the strange valon.

The function FÏC+(x1,x2) which appears in formula (41) Is again a
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convolution of the valon distribution Gu3/K+^y1'y2^ of e 1 u a t i o n (11*) and

the parton distributions within the U and s valons. Until now only the

internal structure of non-strange valons has been considered; we now

extend these considerations to include parton distributions within

strange valons. Since a valon consists of a valence current quark dressed

by virtual QCD processes which are independent of flavor, we shall m^ce

the assumption that the sea-quark distributions in a valon have a

universal functional form independent of valon and parton type. The

normalization will however depend on the valon type since the U and S

valon masses are different. By the same token, the valence quarks in U

and S are expected to be distributed differently since the quark-to-valon

mass ratios are different. Furthermore, as z -> o the strange and

non-strange valence quark distributions are controlled by the Regge

behaviour due to si and uü exchanges respectively, which have different

zero intercepts. For these reasons there are now two types of favoured

parton distributions

K(z) = KNS(z) + L(z) (43)

Ks(z) = KJjs(z) + L
S(z) (44)

which refer to non-strange and strange valons, respectively. The

subscripts NS denote the - non-singlet component of the favoured

distribution (i.e. valence). In the context of these formulae L and ]?

describe sea contributions with the same flavor as the valon under

consideration. The number of strange aea-quarks will be assumed

suppressed with respect to non-strange sea-on&rks by a factor g. The

value for g is assumed to be independent of the valon type and is given

in formula (29).

Following the same reasoning which has lead to equations (25) and

(26) we can now write for the case K* -» K°

Fjg(xi,x2) = F^
(1)(Vx2) + i J J ^ C W «5)

where x1 and x2 denote the D and 5 valons, respectively, which will

recombine to form the K°. Furthermore
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DS

and

(16.a)

2 S/K+
x2 S x1 " S x1 S x2

y~ y-x2
 + y y-x1

g
+ -

ƒ ƒ 3

(H6.b)

ƒ dYi ƒ 3y2 Gü§/K+(y1.y2) L(^)K
S(^|

1—y-,

'é.

i
1

Before comparison with the data we should "correct" equation (16) with

the contribution FKI(x1xo) resulting from the K+ •> K° reaction. It is
DS ' c

straightforward to write down the valon expression analogous to (46) for

the process K* •> K°; the main differences are the appearance of only

L.^-type terms'^ and the now overall factor g. The Kn-inclusive

distribution is obtained combining the D§ and DS terms. Note that

momentum conservation is taken into account by using L(z) instead of

L(z), i.e. by saturation of the sea.

To confront the data we need to express the various functions in

parametric forms. For the non strange vaioii structure functions K(z),

•) Note that the K* -> K° contribution is again of the type L«I,. In

section 4.2.2 we argued that the valon model should not be applied

to channels where the incident and outgoing particles have no

valence quark in common. In this case, however, the K* -> K ° channel

is only a (small) correction to the K* -> K° channel. The latter has

the required leading component (the K* and the K° share the s

valence quark) and therefore adding the unfavoured K* -> K° channel

is acceptable.

I
J
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L(z) and KNS(z) we keep the parametrizations and the fitted values for

the parameters b and c that were presented in sections 4.1 and 4.3. For

j(z) we use the form

=K S(Z)-L S(Z) (47)

where the small-z behaviour is in accordance with <t> -exchange in fiegge

phenomenology (the • trajectory has a zero-intercept 0). Again the

normalization is fixed by the condition that there is only one valenoe

quark in each valon

(48)

The strange valence quark carries on the average amomentum fraction Is of

the strange valon, given by

2 s = ƒ dz K§s(z) =
b'+2

(49)

The sea-quark distribution in a strange valon is again parametrized

according to formula (16), but now saturation of the sea (see section

4.1.3) gives

1 b«+1 e

Ci-z)c (50)

where f denotes the number of active quark flavours, i.e. f = 3. The

parameter c is the same as in the non-strange valon case (eqn. (3D).

With d in Gyg.K+ further being set at 1/2, there is now only one

additional parameter, b', left to vary in fitting the K+ -> Kn inclusive

distribution. Fitting the K+ -> Kn data by adjusting b1 we obtain

b' a -0.49 ± 0.10 (51)

with a chi-square value of 5 for 3 degrees of freedom. The result is
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shown in figure 4.8. The fit fails with d=0, the corresponding

chi-square/NDF being 22/3. The data therefore support the valon

distribution in a kaon as proposed in formulae (10) and (14) with d=1/2.

The fact that both b and b' are negative implies that in soft

hadronic reactions the virtual QCD processes that dress a valence quark

do not take away too much of its momentum, its distribution being peaked

at z=1. This agrees with the fact that there is no large C 2 variable in

the problem and is therefore consistent with our findings in

section 4.4.3.

>?,••'•'$

v.'

prompt Kn + X

Figure 4.8: Fit of the valon model parameters to the invariant prompt

Kn distribution in the K? fragmentation region observed

in the reaction K+p •* iQrompt + x a * ^ GeV/e incident

momentum
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Having determined the distribution of partons in a strange valon we

can now . calculate the momentum distributions of quarks in a kaon

appropriate for soft processes. Since _L(z) and I* (z) are adjusted to

describe the enhanced sea, we reduce them by a factor of 5 (see section

4.1.3) to arrive at the normalization of the quiescient sea [Hwa80b],

i.e. at L(z) instead of L(z). We then have that

xuval(x) = ƒ dy Gu/K+(y) KNS(x/y)

xival(x) = ƒ dy Gg/K+(y) Kjjs(x/y)

xqsea(x) = ƒ dy CGu/K+(y) L(-) • G g / K +(y) L (1)]

(52)

(53)

(51)

The resulting quark distributions are shown in figure 4.9. Roughly, the

large x behaviors are u v a l~(1-x)
1, sval~(1-x)°*3, and qg^-d-x)*" 5.

One can see from figure 4.9 that the strange valence quark in a kaon

is to be found predominantly in the large-x region. This explains the

qualitative success of a simplified model in which the 3 quark in K* is

assumed to have nearly all the momentum of K* and ' o decay in accordance

with the fragmentation model [deVk>81]. The curves in figure 4.9 represent

what we can learn from low«=pt reactions: the structure of (non-target)

hadrons that cannot be probed by leptoproduction.

It should be evident from the above that low-pj reactions are well

suited for studying the structure of hadrons. The formalism discussed

here could in principle be applied to various other reactions, such as

n -> K and K.-> n, in order to determine the quark distributions in pions

and verify those in kaons that are given here.

Jf
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Figure 4.9: The quark distributions in a kaon as calculated from the
fitted valon model parameters
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CHAPTER 5

THE QUARK FRAGMENTATION MODELS

'•%

4
As stated in chapter 3 the basic motivation for the application of

fragmentation models to soft hadronic processes is the observation that

multihadron production in soft hadronic interactions and in e+e"

annihilation exhibit similarities, which are consistent with the

formation of quark jets and their subsequent fragmentation.

Whereas in many e+e~ collisions a simple qq jet system is formed,

the jet configuration due to a hadronic interaction is in general more

complicated and cannot be uniquely reconstructed from the data. In

principle a formalism for calculating the formation as well the

fragmentation of quark jets is provided by QCD, the gauge field theory

for the strong interaction, but prohibitive technical problems make it

necessary for the time being to rely on phenomenological approaches. The

quark-jet oriented models for low-pt phenomenology are called "Quark

Fragmentation Models". They can be classified into two main categories:

i) the Lund model

ii) the Dual Topological Unitarization (DTU) approach.

Older versions of fragmentation models have been described in

chapter 3* The more recent models described in the present chapter differ

from the older ones in that they describe hadron production not as the

result of fragmentation of isolated (di-)quarks, but as a consequence of

the subsequent break-ups of so-called "colour strings" between the

quark::.

In this chapter the emphasis will be on the Lund model. The basic

ideas behind this approach are discussed in section 5.1. In section 5.2

comparisons with data are presented. In section 5.3 one of the DTU models

is outlined as an illustration.

•13
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5 . 1 THE LUND MODEL
U

s In chapter 3 fragmentation functions were introduced to establish a

link between inclusive particle production in e+e~ and hadron-hadron

. interactions. The nature of the fragmentation process, however, was not

i yet well described.

ft In 1979 the Lund group proposed a phenomenological model which

i relates the fragmentation behaviour to the properties of the force field

3 between the quarks. In this model the force field between e.g. the quark

:" and the antiquark produced in an e+e~ interaction is described as a

;fp one-dimensional colour string in space. Hadron production occurs through

£\ break-ups of the string.

; In section 5.1.1 we discuss the physics of strings and string

v fragmentation. We mention the fundamental problems which impede a

. rigorous description of the fragmentation process. In section 5.1.2 we

outline the phenomenological approach which has been proposed by the Lund

group to handle those problems. In section 5.1.3 we describe the
extension of the qq string fragmentation model to a low-pt model for

hadronic interactions.

5.1.1 The Physics Context

Consider an interaction e+e~ > y -> qq. The flavour and momentum

distributions of the quark and the anti-quark are well known from Quantum

Electro Dynamics (QED) and Electroweak theories [Wein67]. In the center

of mass frame of the collision the q and the q fly away from the

interaction region in opposite directions at a certain angle with respect

to the direction of the incident electrons. Both the quark and the 4»

antiquark carry a definite colour charge and interact through gluon -fi

exchange according to the laws of Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) [Poli74].

The quarks are found to be confined, in other words quarks cannot

exist as free particles. Therefore something is bound to happen if the

quark and the antiquark are to be prevented from becoming colour-sepa- •:•

rated. In quark fragmentation models the gluon force field between the q

and the q is assumed to "break", i.e. to produce a new qq pair in '\

accordance with the quark-gluon coupling of QCD. This is a recursive
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process, yielding many pairs of quarks and anti-quarks, which then
(somehow) recombine into mesons and baryons. The process continues until
all the available energy and momentum has been converted into final state
hadrons, which then leave the interaction region each with a certain
momentum and energy.

The above process i s conceptually straightforward, but problems
arise as soon as one tries to perform rigorous calculations within the

1 • " .

Figure S.I: The three regions iMieh are distinguished in the
8paae~time development of the hadronization process
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formalism of QCD. The force between quarks and anti-quarks is a strong

force. Indeed the so-called running coupling constant OC S(Q
2) is quite

large at low Q2. On the other hand one of the important features of QCD

is its so-called asymptotic freedom: this implies that «s(Q2) vanishes

with increasing Q2. The latter property offers the opportunity to apply

perturbation theory in cases when Q2 is large. In e+e~ -> qq interactions

at high energy the initial Q2 of the quarks is indeed large (of the order

of the center of mass energy of the interaction). In the course of the

fragmentation cascade the Q2 decreases, until all energy has been

converted into (semi-)stable final state particles. Consequently

perturbation theory can safely be applied only to the beginning of the

fragmentation cascade (ct < 1 fm). The corresponding spsce-time region is

called the perturbative region (see e.g. [Bjor82]), At the end of the

fragmentation process all energy is converted into free, separated

hadrons. From then onwards the further development of the multiparticle

system is again understood: one speaks of the asymptotic space-time

region (ct > 5 fm) [Bjor82]. The different space-time regions are

schematically indicated in figure 5.1. In the intermediate (transition)

region (1 fm < ct <, 5 fm) perturbative QCD cannot be applied and one has

to use phenomenological methods. The Lund model provides a framework in

which the hadronization can be described in the perturbative region as

well as in the transition region. A description of this framework is the

purpose of the next section.

5.1.2 The Longitudinal Fragmentation Scheme

At large distances the potential describing the force between a

quark and an antiquark is rising approximately linearly with the q-q

distance (see e.g. [Rich79] or [Perk82], p.209). It is thus natural to

treat the gluon force field as a 1-dimensional string with a

phenomenological string constant K. Phenomenological analyses indicate

that the string tension at rest equals K = 1 GeV/fm =0.2 GeV2. If the

energy in the string becomes very large, the string may split ("break")

into two separate parts, but then a quark and an anti-quark are produced

at the new endpoints (quark confinement). Hadron production is considered

to be the result of subsequent breakups of such a string.
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I
( The phenomenology of string kinematics can be discussed using the

L analogy of the motion and decay of relativistic pointlike particles

S [Artr78]. The longitudinal motion of 'particles* (or of 'information' in

;-, general) along a string plays no role and is in fact unobservable in the

t case of a continuous and smooth string. This property is called

;£\ "longitudinal invariance". The transverse motion, however, is important

'if'. and gives rise to Lorentz factors Y ~ 1 =>|1-V|/O^ diminishing (among

jj|| others) the tension along the string. From the analogy with point

V .; particles one can easily derive the equations of motion for a free string

] \ [Artr78]. In particular one finds that the endpolnts of a finite string

?;i perform a periodic motion, the period of which can be related to the mass

'.•'• (center of mass energy) of the string. Also the motion of each point on

the string can be related to the motion of the endpoints of the string.

A specific example is the motion of a linear, 1-dimensional string,

a so-called "yo-yo". A study of the properties of a yo-yo with massless

quarks as endpoints has been presented by the Lund group [And79a]. The

•? actual implementation of their model has been done in the form of a Monte

Carlo event generator [Sjo82a,Sjo82b]. The advantages of Monte Carlo

event generators are:

i) A Monte Carlo integration converges faster (if properly

written) than most other numerical integration methods in

case of multidimensional integrations (for dimensions n > 4).

ii) An event generator can be very useful for the simulation or

design of experiments.

Let us discuss this model in some detail. Consider two massless
| quarks, connected by a string which provides a linear attractive >f

:« potential between these quarks. Let us assume for the moment that we are M

studying the system in its center of mass frame. Any relativistic )t.;

particle with mass m = 0 is bound to move at light velocity in any frame; ?f

therefore the quark and the quark move away from each other at light W

velocity along a straight line. During a time A t a string is formed with ~,;

length 2c At and with an stored energy equal to E(t) = 2K-c A t . The q and '•%

q loose their kinetic energy while forming the string. As soon as F(t) ;

exceeds the total available center of mass energy of the qq system, both l•

the q and the q reverse their directions and approach each other again. *j
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This process continues and leads to periodic motions x„(t) and Xg(t)f as

shown in figure 5.2a. The surface spanned per period by the q and q

trajectories in the x-t plane is related to the energy (mass) of the

string. A colinear Lorentz boost (i.e. a boost parallel to the length of

the string) will change the motion of the endpoints according to the

boost velocity. As the rest mass of the string is invariant under a

longitudinal boost, the surface in the x-t plane spanned by one period is

m

Figure 5.2: Space-time diagram of a yo-yo (a) at vest, (b) colinearly
boosted.

i
I
l
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not affected by such a boost. An example of a boosted yo-yo i s sketched

in figure 5.2b; note that the velocity i s equal to v=ctan6 with

| 9 | < 45°, where Bis defined in the figure.
This periodic motion cannot cover the complete time-development of

the string, as in such a picture the yo-yo would never break. Suppose,
for a moment, that at a specific space-time point (x,t) the yo-yo breaks.
The time development of this breakup i s governed by the action principle,
i . e . by energy momentum.conservation. In fact energy conservation implies
that the breakup occurs in a single space time point [Artr78,And79a], as
sketched in figure 5.3.

Unknown however remains the space-time point in which a break-up
should or may occur. This breakup point can be nredieted by models, based
e.g. on quantum mechanics or on semi-classical arguments; the latter i s
the case in the Lund approach.

Whatever model i s used, however, one constraint i s quite generally
applicable. After the ifch breakup has taken place, the ( i + 1 ) s t breakup i s
bound to l i e on a specific hyperbola, defined by the mass of the particle
formed from a quark of the i t n and .an antiquark of the ( i + i ) s t breakup or
vice versa*K As E = K Ax and p = K At one finds m2 = E2-p2 =

O O O

Yr t Ax - A t ] ; this defines a hyperbola which can be reparametrized as
m

(Ax , At) s - (cosh y , sinh y) (1)

where y is a running parameter which is found to coincide with the

rapidity variable introduced in chapter 2 [And79a]. The breakup point on

this hyperbola (defined once the mass of the produced particle is known)

is chosen on-the basis of the assumption that each space point along the

string has equal probability of being the breaking point. This is

illustrated in figure 5.4.

It can be shown that this scheme is compatible with a so-called

inside-outside cascade, implying that in every frame the slowest particle

will be produced first. This is actually expected on quite general

*) It is an ad-hoc assumption of the Lund model that a the breakup of a

3tring always produces a hadron and a remnant string, never two

strings which both continue to break.
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grounds in any relativistic model, as the fastest particles experience
the largest Lorentz time-dilatation effect. In particular the
inside-outside cascade implies that the so-called first rank particle,
which contains the jet initiating quark qo, will be produced first in its
own rest frame. Suppose that in the first breakup a pair q -̂j i s produced
and a first rank meson mQ (a^q-i) escapes; a string q<|<ïo remains and
decays via subsequent breakups. Suppose also that the original string has

Figure S.3: The break-up of a yo-yo
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a center of mass energy No and the remaining one Mj. Now M§ ~ 2KLop(qo),
where PCÖQ) denotes the qo momentum in the rest frame of m 0 and LQ stands
for the maximum length which the original string (i.e. the one before the
first breakup) may obtain. Generalizing this formula one finds

Mf - 2K Li Pi(qo) (2)

where now M^ and Lj refer to the situation at the time of the i t h breakup

?

m

ft
5.1

':,

Figure 5.4: The hyperbola on vhiah the break-up of a string is bound
to oeeur
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in the rest frame of the 1 t h meson.

In the approximation that p^(q0) does not change too much after one

single step in the fragmentation cascade {i.e. Pi+-|(q0) - Pj.(qo)]t one

finds for the fragmentation probability P that dP/dL = constant and

therefore that dP/dM2 = constant (see eqn. (2)). From simple kinematics

one then obtains z =(1-M2/s) and

F(z> = ̂  = 1
dz

(3)

In the above scheme every step of the fragmentation cascade can be

calculated; a disadvantage is the fact that each time a Lorentz boost is

required. Relation (3) is however of considerable help, as it offers the

opportunity to work in a Lorentz invariant way. This is achieved by

applying z as a fraction to the light cone variables W* = E ± pL, Note

that in the (i+1)tn step one has (assuming q<> to move in the positive

x-direction)

Wt
+1 = Wi (4.a)

(4.b)

An example of a few steps of the Lorentz invariant fragmentation scheme

is sketched in figure 5.5.

This procedure is repeated until only a small amount of energy,

determined by W*W~ < W(jjin , is left. One then imposes that the next

breakup will be the last one and will produce the two final hadrons,

taking into account energy and momentum conservation. The value of V^,in
is a free parameter: it is assigned by requiring a smooth rapidity

distribution for the final state particles.

To arrive at a realistic description of the data, the above

prescription has to be amended considerably. An immediate question

concerns the transverse energy mt = vj m
2+p2 of the hadron which will be

produced in the next step. A study of quantummechanieal tunneling effects

yields

m

flT-ï
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Pdn,.) - exp(- 3 m|) - exp(- 3 m2 ).exp(- 2 p|
lv K. ,K

(5)

This formula is used by the Lund group to fix

i) the transverse momentum distribution of the produced quarks

(generated according to a Gaussian with a width a(pt) - \JK7TT

=0.3 GeV/c)

' 'A

Figure S.S: A schematic pieture of a few steps in the
Lorents-invariant scheme for airing fragmentation

m

< ' •
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i i ) the suppression of heavier quark f lavours: using reasonable

constituent quark mass estimates one finds the re la t ive

probabi l i t ies P(qq) for qq production to-be

\ P(uii) : P(dd) ; P(ss) : P(cc) = 1 : 1 : 0.3 : 10~1 1 (6) |;;

'•'. implying that cc production can safely be neglected. jfc'

The production of dlquark-antidiquark pairs is also implemented in ||i'

the program, but it is suppressed by a phenomenologically determined •>

, factor (= 0.075). ï^

To determine the identity of the produced hadrons one has to know Hi

not only their quark content, but also the spin-parity Jp. For practical */'

reasons the choice of mesonic Jp states is restricted to pseudoscalars h"

(PS) and vector mesons (VM) only. In the "standard" parametrization the '

4 relative probabilities PS and VM are (phenomenologically) set to be jpj*;

jVi equal. For baryons only particles with spin 1/2 or 3/2 are taken into jg£|

.; account. Their relative probabilities are determined by simple spin f/1'

:,;̂  statistics (SU(6)), implying that spin 3/2 is twice as probable as spin |

P

m
The picture as discussed until now, s t i l l neglects the role of the

gluons. Only soft gluon effects are relevant for soft hadronic
interactions. Soft central gluons effects are accounted for by increasing
the width of the Gaussian p t distribution of the quarks from
a - 0.30 GeV/c to a - 0.14 GeV/c. Collinear gluons are-accounted for by
art i f ic ia l softening of the spectrum; the fragmentation function F(z) = 1
i s replaced by F(z) = (1-z) n , where n depends on the quark flavour.

For more detailed discussions of the many technicalities involved,
the reader i s referred to [Sjo82a,Sjo82b,And79a].

5.1.3 The Lund Model for Soft Hadronic Interactions

The fragmentation scheme explained above can easily be applied to
soft hadronic interactions. However, in that case on has to make
assumptions about the dominant string configuration. The Lund group
proposes a semi-classical and highly phenomenological picture of low-pf.
hadronic interactions [And8i].



Hadrons as a whole are colour singlets, in other words they are

colourless ("white") objects. Nevertheless hadrons are composed of

coloured quarks; therefore it is conceivable that the white hadronic

"bags" have coloured "handles", i.e. local excesses of a specific colour.

If two hadrons approach each other, the handles of these hadrons may

attract each other via the strong interaction. This interaction manifests

itself by the development of a (linear) string and by energy losses of

those quarks first affected by the interaction, the so-called "I-quarks"

(I for Interacting). If the I-quarks have dissipated all their energy,

the remaining quark(s) will sense that an interaction has occurred and

proceed with the stretching of the string. In the case of mesons the

remaining quarks will find themselves at the end of the string; they are

therefore called L-quarks ("L" for Leading). In the case of baryon there

is an additional third quark, the so-called J-quark (Junction quark),

which will occupy a position on the string somewhere in between the

I-quark and the L-quark. The end product of the interaction is a

1-dimensional string of length \JSVK (in the overall center of mass

system), with a number of quarks distributed along the string.

In figure 5.6 possible string configurations are presented for

proton-proton interactions and for meson-proton interactions,

respectively. The field polarities are indicated (in a simple q"\ system

the field runs from "q" to "q"); note that the field changes polarity at

the position of the J-quark*'.

The distribution of tho available quark flavours over the I, J and L

positions is governed by SU(6) symmetry. The L- and J-quarks are

considered to be in one of the diquark states (uu)-|, (ud)0 or (ud)1 ,

where the sub-index 0 or 1 refers to the isospin quantum number I. The

position of the I- and J-quarks on the string is parametrized as a

it

•) Effectively a diquark carries the same colour charge as an antiquark;

both are colour anti-triplets. Therefore the field inside a baryon

runs from the part with two (constituent) quarks to the remaining

single quark.
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function of their fractional distance from the center of the string. The
L-quark occupies, by definition, the position |xL | = 1. In this notation
the energy attributed to the J-quark co'rresponds to K(XJ-XT) . The
x-values refer to a fraction cf the length of a string and have no direct
relation with the Bjorken-x or Feynman-x of pointlike constituents in a
hadron. The quark positions are generated according to:

6 . a ] Proton proton

xc—1

i
i .

X , x, x.,-1

x - 0

B.b) Meson proton

Xt—1 Xj

x - 0

Figure 5.6: The one-dimensional etring which is formed in (a) proton
proton interactions* (b) meeon proton interactions
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s
dP

dx",

— (baryon) = —
dx.

dP

XJ

— (meson) = 2(1-Xj)
dxj

(7.a)

(7.b)

(7.c)

Once the string configuration is determined, its fragmentation can

be discussed analoguously to the simple qq-string fragmentation scheme of

section 5.1.2 with a few ad-hoc modifications. If in a certain step the

W±-position of an I or J-quark is "crossed", i.e. w|+1 < Wftj < wf. this

quark is included in the hadron to be created in the present step. The

field polarity is always taken into account when determining which leg of

a breakup corresponds to the quark and which one to the antiquark; this

implies that the produced quark will always join the J-quark. As a

consequence the J-quark will always become part of a baryon. As soon as

also the I-quark becomes included in a hadron, there is no quark left;

yet a finite amount of energy and momentum has not yet been accounted

for. In that case an extra quark is created artificially to form and

endpoint for the remnant string. In this picture the central region is

accounted for by an artificial qq-string. More complicated solutions

(more strings, gluon strings, etc.) for the description of the central

region are conceivable, but have not yet been incorporated.

m

f?
'il--,-m

I
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5.2 COMPARISONS OF LUMP MODEL PREDICTIONS WITH DATA

vy

!* tri

The Lund Monte Carlo program [Sjo82a] has been used to generate K+p

interactions at 70 GeV/c and to compare its predictions with our

experimental daia. The Lund group has provided t subroutine [Sjo82b],

which generates complete interactions between two hadrons. The program

produces an event record in which all the information concerning the

particle identities and momenta is stored. The complete decay chain can

be traced back in time, starting from the stable final state particles,

until one arrives at the initial string configuration. Many options are

available to steer the running of the program; in addition many parameter

values can easily be adjusted. In the Monte Carlo calculations presented

in this thesis we inhibited decays of K0., /\ and A, as in our bubble

chamber experiment the majority of the charged decay products of these

neutral particles are recognized and therefore these tracks were excluded

from the inclusive charged parti .le samples.

The program generates "perfect" events in the sense that

experimental deficiencies and resolutions are not taken into account. In

particular all particle identities are known from the event record. To

simulate our experimental identification procedure we have treated all

protons with p L a b > 1.35 GeV/c as n
+Is. The slow protons were treated

according to the procedure used for the experimental proton identifica-

tion - see equation (16) of chapter 2.

The program simulates particle production in the framework of normal

low-pt mechanisms only. This implies that elastic events are not

generated; elastic events have therefore also been removed from the data

sample. Also diffractive dissociation falls outside the scope of the

model. As the diffractive contributions cannot easily be isolated

experimentally in an unambiguous way, we left the diffractive events in

our data. The contribution of diffractive events is mainly concentrated

in the large |xF| regions (typically |xF| > 0.8)

The Monte Carlo program is in general a good approximation of the

Lund model. Some predictions, however, cannot be calculated strictly

according to the model expectation and have to be accounted for in an

average way (e.g. gluon effects). One should keep in mind this proviso.

I

P' '"i
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when referring to the Monte Carlo results as representative for the Lund

model predictions.

Several parameters have been tuned by the Lund group to describe '•'

specific experimental data. These parameter values can legitimately be

re-tunad for comparisons with new data, provided the proposed changes are i]

not too significant. Several of the standard Lund model parameters have : •

i , in fact been adjusted to obtain a slightly better description of our 3

data; examples are

P(ss)/P(dd) = 0.27 (Standard value 0.30) (8.a)

o(pt) = 0.48 GeV/c (Standard value 0.44 GeV/c) (8.b) |r

5.2.1 Single Particle Distributions >§:

The majority of the charged particles produced in high energy K*p J

interactions are pions. Therefore a first check for the Lund model is the ,~r

r'- comparison of the predictions for longitudinal single pion spectra f(x) 4

with the data of section 2.4. These comparisons are hampered by

:•• contamination problems.

i' -
r In the proton fragmentation (i.e, backward) region the main source -\

• of contamination are the unidentified protons. They are handled as ,•

f described in the previous section. The n~ sample only contains a few K~'s %

•• and p's; in case of an erroneous pion mass assignment the latter only 'J-.

; , contribute to the central (pionization) region where their contribution ïil

: is negligible in comparison with the number of centrally produced pions. 'ff
'•• f

• The pion spectra in the backward hemisphere are compared with the data in ,|

figure 5.7. .1

In the forward region the contamination problems are much more "-•

severe and not so easy to overcome. The forward u~ sample is still -
%

:; sufficiently clean, but the positive particles contain a large amount of -
: •' K+'s which cannot be excluded from the data. For comparison purposes the .̂-;-

i; . so-called "c+ particle" is introduced: a c* is defined as an arbitrary bj;

tv ' (stable) positive particle with the mass of a pion. The inclusive «~ and | |

f\-' c + spectra in the forward region are shown in figure 5.7. It should be :'.jj
; realized that especially the c + sample contains a significant diffractive |;'f
';•' ^
''.'- - 118 - S|J



r K*p -• TT" + X =- K*p -» C* + X

- 1 . -.S 0. .5 1. -.5 0.

= PL

Figure 5.7: The inclusive longitudinal etmiatwe functions for

JT̂ p -» w" +X and JT̂ p -» e
+ +X at 70 Ge V/e, eompared with

Lund model predictions
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peak in the very forward region, namely for xF ;> 0.8. All predictions
have been normalized to an inelastic cross section of 16 mb. The overall
agreement with the data i s quite good in a l l casus.

The experimental problems and the contaminations in the inclusive
neutral kaon data have been accounted for quite reliably and accurately
(see chapter 2) . The inclusive K° production in the K+ fragmentation
region i s of major interest, as this channel offers (in principle) the
opportunity to follow the strangeness flow, i . e . the behaviour of a
tagged ( i . e . strange) quark. The strange sea suppression factor has been
adjusted (on a 10* level) to describe the experimental Kn cross section.
The inclusive K-spectrum i s compared with data in figure 5.8. Also these
data are described satisfactorily by the Monte Carlo, especially in the
forward hemisphere. In the proton fragmentation region the predicted
cross section tends to be somewhat high.

Sofar we have only tested meson production; i t i s interesting to
compare also baryon production with the Monte Carlo results. In e+e~
interactions al l baryon production proceeds via diquark pair production
in the field. In hadron fragmentation the presence of the J-quarks
provides an additional source of baryons. Experimentally the inclusive A
andd A data are well under control [Bar81d]. In figure 5.8 the model
predictions for inclusive A and A production are compared with the data.
The A prediction follows the data to a certain extent, but the A spectrum
i s far off. As the shape of A and A production i s rather well described
by Lund in e+e~ interactions [vKro82], i t i s tempting to think that the
baryon production mechanism involving the J-quarks i s responsible for the
discrepancies observed in hadronic interactions. However, the
experimental situation i s in i t se l f s t i l l confusing as the backward A
structure functions in K+p at 70 GeV/c and in K"p interactions at 110
GeV/c [Wrig81] differ in normalisation*} by a factor =2. Ji-

*) The difference in normalisation may be caused by Regge exchanges (e.g.

$ ), which are allowed in K"p, but not in K*p [Kras833. As in the

present energy range there is approximate scaling, the discrepancy can

certainly not be ascribed to the (relatively small) difference in

center of mass energy between the two experiments.
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Figure 5.8: The inclusive longitudinal etrueture function fov ¥?, A

and K produced in X+p interactions at 70 GeV/e, compared

with Lund model predictions
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5.2.2 Inclusive Pion Pair Production

The fact that the Lund model and tha valon model are equally

succesful in their predictions for inclusive single pion and kaon

production, already indicates that single particle studies do not offer

much discriminative power between the various models. The hope is that

correlation studies reveal much more about the details of the reaction

mechanisms. The analysis of various aspects of inclusive pion pair

production provides a possibility to study correlations between various

final state particles.

The invariant structure function for pion pair production can be

calculated by histogramming the sum of the x-values for each pion pair of

the charge combination under study; the only requirement is that both

pions are produ. d in the same hemisphere. Each pair is assigned a weight

w =
>

where yb stands for the microbarn equivalent and Ax for the binsize in
the plot. To avoid serious contamination problems, we restricted
ourselves to al l charge combinations in the backward hemisphere and to
only JCTT pair production in the forward region. Slow proton corrections
have been applied in the same way as for single particle spectra (see the
previous section and chapter 2) . The Monte Carlo predictions are plotted
together with the data in figure 5.9. In the fragmentation regions the
agreement i s excellent for al l channnels; in the central region, however,
the Monte Carlo predictions l i e significantly below the data. The latter
fact i s probably attributable to an oversimplified treatment of the
central region (see section 5.1.3).

If one assumes that short range order and local quantum number
conservation are obeyed, the flow of the u- and d-quarks can be followed
by studying so-called triggered distributions:

K

i
È

•1y M
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(10)

Here x t and xa denote the x-values of the trigger particle and the

associated particle, respectively, and x l t and x h f t define the lower and

upper values of the trigger x t-lnterval; p t f t and p t < a stand for the

cov>o
3

-t->

u

Figure 5.9: The inclusive etruatuve funetiona for pion pair

production aa o function of a3 + x2 , compared with Lund

model predictions

. ; • /
1 i '
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transverse momenta. Note that the xa of the associated particle is not

precisely the Feynman-x value, but the rescaled variable

5fa s xa/(1-|xt|); with this rescaling one achieves that |xa| ranges from

0 to 1. Obviously one expects scaling in the resealed variable xa, not in

x itself. The triggered distributions in the backward hemisphere have

been plotted for the same charge combinations that have been used in the

pion pair production studies. Three different trigger intervals have been

used. In figure 5.10 we observe perfect agreement between data and

predictions in all charge combinations studied. This indicates that the

triggered distributions are not incompatible with iterative cascading and

string fragmentation. The discrepancies in the central region are not as

clear as in the case of the structure function for pion pairs. In the

latter case the effect was much more evident, because it was enhanced by

combinatorics.

5.2.3 Inclusive Vector Meson Production

A considerable fraction of the final state pions and kaons are the

decay products of higher resonances. The properties of the decay process

smear out the details of the reaction mechanism. Therefore the study of

inclusive vector meson production may provide more direct information

about the interaction mechanism than the analysis of pseudoscalar

particle distributions. On the other hand, the determination of resonance

cross sections is hampered by experimental difficulties, which may lead

to uncertainties in the data. However, in K*p data at 70 GeV/c the

production of Kg^Q1 Kg°,0 and p° is so prominent, that reliable cross

sections can be extracted [Bar83a].

In figure 5.11 the invariant structure functions for these three

vector meson channels are displayed. In the same figure the predictions

from the Lund Monte Carlo are shown as solid lines. Clearly the predicted

K"+ cross section is much too high. Also the predicted ratio

R = <K*+>/<K*°> is of the order of two, whereas the data favour a value

R = 1. This problem is also present in the idditive quark model

predictions of reference [Anis82], which predicts R = 1.8. In the latter

model the reason for the discrepancy with the data is attributed partly

to diffractive contributions, but also to the fact that the fragmentation

m

I
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Figure 5.10: The longitudinal xF diatribution of backward pions
associated with backuavd pion triggers in various
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function for u •» K + is significantly larger than the one for u -> K .

The expectation is that the s fragmentation contributes equally to K#+

and K*° production. The excess of K*+ over K*° production in the proton

hemisphere has only a minor influence on the overall value of R and can

safely be neglected for our purposes.

The Lund model does not contain diffractive contributions. One

therefore expects that the u-quark of the K+ is responsible for the large

3 - •10

-5 ioJ

J-i
•o

8 w o

II

"x*

102

10

-» K** + X K*p -» K* + X K*p •* pr + X

- 1 - . 5 0 .5 1 - .5 0 .5 1 - .5 0 .5 1

XF = _ £ L

S i ' . -

ïfo-

14

Figure 5.22: The longitudinal structure function for K*+, K*° and p°,

compared with Lund model predictions (solid line)» The

dashed lines gives the model predictions if the u-quark

is forced to be the interacting quark and to have a very

small Xj-value

I
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K*+ cross section. Indeed the probability that the I- and the L-quark are f

not far apart on the string and end up in the same final state particle, if

is quite large. In the latter case a K*+ will.be produced in ~ 50% of the ^

cases; this mechanism does not contribute to K*° production. Also the •

fact that the u-quark is the leading quark in 501 of the events, may f\

favour fast K*+ production over K # o production. Naively, one would expect «

SU(6) breaking due to the mass difference between the u- and the ;

s-quarks, leading to:

- a suppression of the probability for the u-quark to be the leading ;/

quark ||

- a very small «-value for the u-quark if it becomes the interacting ,

quark. »f

In order to test this assumption, we have modified the Monte Carlo 1

program as to introduce extreme SU(6) breaking in the kaon fragmentation: |

i) The possibility for the u-quark to be «-he L-quark was excluded. ./

ii) The position of the u-quark (from the K+)_ on the string was forced

to small Xj_values: - .•

- 11—Xj) Vll)

The predictions from this modified program have been added to figure 5.11

as dashed lines. The value of R has decreased from 2 to -1.25, but the

data are still not well reproduced by the model. Note that the inclusi-

ve p° distribution is hardly influenced by the modification.

5.2.4 Some Final Remarks

In the previous sections we have shown that the Lund model

succesfully describes inclusive pseudoscalar production in K*p

interactions at 70 GeV/c. Also inclusive A production is well described;

discrepancies are larger for the A spectrum. The situation is

considerably worse in the ease of inclusive vector meson production, e.g

for K # + and K*°.

Some other subjects which are not well treated by the Lund model are

e.g.:
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- the dispersion of the charged multiplicity distribution, which is

narrower than observed experimentally [Geer83]

- the energy dependence of the average charged multiplicity, which

increases only with log s, whereas the increase of the experimental
< n

c n> is faster

- the correlations between forward and backward multiplicities, which

show up in the data and increase with energy, but which are not

reproduced by the Lund Honte Carlo

- the event shape as found from sphericity, spherocity and thrust

distributions, which look more jet-like in the generated sample than

in the data [Geer833.

It should be admitted, however, that most of the other available

quark recombination and fragmentation models cannot even be tested with

respect to these features. The fact that the Lund model lends itself very

nicely to a Monte Carlo implementation, makes its applicability and

predictive capabilities very large indeed, even for experiments where

e.g. geometrical acceptance and/or particle identification are limited.

It is this fact. in combination with the phenomenological successes of

the model itself, which makes the Lund Monte Carlo one of the most

frequently used models for hadron production in e+e", deep inelastic and

hadronic collisions.

Iff.

NOTE ADDED IN PRINT

Recently Andersson et al. have reformulated the Lund model in a

forward-backward symmetric way (LU TP 83-2). Artru has established a

relation between this reformulated model and Multi Regge diagrams

(Crsay preprint LPTHE 83/17). In particular, he made plausible that the

model thus formulated, includes also Triple Regge behaviour and the

connection between inclusive and exclusive processes.
i
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5.3 DUAL TOPOLOGICAL UNITARIZATION

The Lund model is a specific quark fragmentation model with as basic

ingredients:

- the notion of strings, fragmenting in a way consistent with an

iterative cascade ;(

- a semi-classical picture for the interaction mechanism,
reminiscent of a one-gluon exchange.

The phenomenological success of the Lund model indicates that iterative •

string fragmentation may be an important mechanism in hadron i

fragmentation at high energy. The proposal for the reaction mechanism, ,

however, suffers from serious theoretical shortcomings on a fundamental

level. It has been argued (e.g. in [Cap8iD that the Lund prescription ;

violates the requirement of unitarity.

A different line of thought is pursued in [Cap79.CohT78,Mina79],

i.e. the Dual Topological Unitarization (DTU) approach to hadron

fragmentation. These models use topological arguments and unitarity as a

common input; they are formulated in an S-matrix framework. The

differences between the various implementations mainly enter on the '

parametrization level. For definitness we will concentrate on the version °'[

which has been formulated by the Orsay group (Capella et al.)

[Cap79,Cap80]. ;

In DTU it is argued that the scattering matrix can suitably be ..:

expanded in terms which are proportional to powers of 1/Nf, where Nf

stands for the number of quark flavours involved in the process under %

consideration*^ [Chew78]. Every term in this so-called topological '

expansion can be represented (graphically) by a quark line diagram, which t,

has to fulfill certain criteria. One requirement is that quark lines may

never cross, implying that certain diagrams cannot be drawn in a plane, •{

but only on more complex surfaces in 3-dimensioual space. Examples of *

such surfaces are spheres, cylinders, toruses, etc.. Within .the framework y>

of DTU and Regge theory it can be made plausible that the need for more |,i

•) If colour is introduced, the interpretation of Nf has to be modified.

This refinement is not relevant for our considerations.
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complex surfaces reflects itself in a higher power of 1/Nf in the

topological expansion. Therefore, in general, the planar diagrams stand

for the dominant processes. However, additional constraints follow from

the energy dependence of specific processes and can alter the leading

order. Such considerations"have lead to the assumption that not planar

one-gluon exchange diagrams (similar to the Lund picture), but

cylindrical diagrams with at least two overlapping strings are the

dominant tfirms in K+p and pp interactions at sufficiently high energies.

In Regge phenomenology these diagrams correspond to Pomeron exchange

terms. The dominant diagrams are sketched in figure 5.12. At lab energies

of 70 GeV these diagrams are sufficient to provide an accurate

description of longitudinal particle spectra [CapB1]. At even higher

energies (e.g. at the SPS collider) higher order terms with H or more

strings become relevant [Cap83l.

In the fragmentation regions the difference between the Lund

predictions and the DTU approach are expected to be small, as all these

models account for these regions by the fragmentation of a single string.

In the central region, however, the Lund model suggests the usage of only

one string, whereas the DTU models propose (at least) two overlapping

- r}' >A

I,'/1- -'

12.a) Proton proton 12.b) fCaon proton

Figure 5.12: The dominant string configurations according to DTU
model e in (a) proton proton collisions, (b) meson proton
collisions at high energy
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strings, as indicated in figure 5.13. The energy dependence of particle

production in the central region looks therefore quite different in the

two approaches. Details on the numerical implementation of the DTU model

can be found in [Cap81].

For completeness we show in figure 5.14 the prediction for v~ and c+

production in the proton fragmentation region of K*p Interactions at 70

GeV/c in the Orsay version of the DTU model. The formulae and

parametrizations used were taken from [Cap79] and [Cap82]. Note that the

predictions given are absolute in normalization and do not contain any

free parameters. In view of these considerations the agreement is quite

good. More inclusive distributions, as well as details on the

calculations can be found in [Cap82L

Further comparisons of DTU model predictions with data have been

presented in the literature. The DTU model appears to describe

successfully, among others, the average charged multiplicity as a

function of the center of mass energy [Cap81], forward-backward

correlations in multiplicity [Cap83l and jet-fragmentation at large

transverse momenta [Bopp82].

m

fe

Figure S.13: She particle density as a function of rapidity for the
sum of the deneitiee due to the individual etringe
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In this chapter we have shown that the recent fragmentation models
successfully account for a number of aspects ana features of soft
hadronic interactions. A similar statement has been made in the previous
chapter concerning the valon recombination model. In the next chapter we
will turn to the difficult insue of the discrimination between these
models.

•6 io" y-

"4 -o2

10 r-

r K*P -•

•

n" + X

\

r K*P -*

•±

Inn
 

1
1 

i
lim

i i 
i 

i 
IIIIII i ï 

i

c+ + X

t.

0 .25 .5 .75 1 .25 .5 .75 1

Figure 5.24: The longitudinal etruature function for T?~ and c+ in the

proton fragmentation' region of K^p interactions at 70

GeV/a, compared with predictions of a DTU model
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CHAPTER 6

i
%.

DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN MODELS §?.!;

• " A major topic in soft hadron physics concerns the- discrimination
vr- between the available models, i . e . the question which of them i s closer

to reality. In chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis we have illustrated
that both the quark recombination and the quark fragmentation models give
a satisfactory description of (among others) many single particle ;

i

inclusive distributions in soft hadronic processes. Of course this i s 3 I
f irst requirement which any model should meet, but on the other hand this
observation possibly also indicates that the study of these channels i s
not sufficiently sensitive to the details of the reaction mechanism. |^,
Inclusive ' longitudinal single particle distributions are strongly in0

affected by resonance decay effects and by kinematical constraints (phase
space). Any model should obey energy and momentum conservation and -'
therefore i t s freedom in predictions for single particle distributions i s ^1
relatively limited. > |

As already indicated in station 3.4 a more sensitive way to ^1
discriminate between recombination and fragmentation models i s to find a j.|f
measure for the momentum distributions at low Q2 of the valence quarks If
themselves. In doing so, i t i s presumably most instructive to concentrate ffj
on the momentum distributions of the slow valence quarks, i . e . the ones
which initiated the interaction. In quark fragmentation models these
quarks are assumed to be (almost) stopped in the centre of mass, whereas
in the recombination approach their momenta are hardly affected by the
interaction. Consequently one expects to measure much larger average
momenta for the slow valence quarks in the recombination, approach than in
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fragmentation models.
In principle the momentum distributions of the slow valence quarks

can be studied directly by looking at "associated" production of suitable
pairs of particles. By requiring e.g. a fast K° (dl) in the K+ (us)
fragmentation region one makes sure that the remaining particles in this
region do not contain the strange valence quark (3) of the K+. The excess
of w+ over v~ at lower x-values would in that case convey information on
the valence u-quark distribution. However, such detailed studies require
significantly larger s tat is t ics then presently available (including our
own K+p experiment) and preferably also better particle identification
techniques.

A more promising method to study the behaviour of the slow valence
quark(s) is an approach based on studies of resonance over background
ratios [deWo8i,Hove81] (e.g. K#y(Kn) or p/(nu) ratios) as a function of
Feynman-x. In the case of Kgg0-production one defines this ratio as

R(x) =
dï lK 'RES

(D

where the mass of the Kn system in the denominator is demanded to be in

the K range (i.e. mKi| between 0.85 and 0.93 GeV/c) in order to have

equal phase space (on the level of hadrons and hadron systems) for both

processes.

In the recombination model a fast K * has one valence quark in

common with the incident K*; the other valence quark has initiated the

interaction and will usually not recombine with the undisturbed valence

quark (see e.g. [Bar81a]). On the other hand the non-resonant K°n+-pairs

may contain two valence quarks from the beam particle: the s-quark in the

K° and the u-quark in the n+. As a result one expects a more forward

spectrum for uncorrelated Kii pairs than for the K resonance and thus

RQRH(x) « 1 for {x| •» 1 (2)

In the quark fragmentation model one of the quarks from the K*, 3ay

the u-quark, is stopped and the remaining one fragments, producing either

It 's or Kn pairs. Therefore one expects

m
m

JpJS
¥•
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x | - > 1 (3)

Therefore one would, naively, expect R(x) to be a good discriminator
between the models.

Experimentally one observes a behaviour as shown in figure 6.1:

RExp<*> » 1 *or 1*1 •> 1 CO

8

b x

b l x
•a ro

10

10

K+pat 70 GeV/c

-• 0.85 GeV/c < M(Kn) < 0.93 GeV/c

- 1 - .5 .5

xF =

i

Figure 6.1: The ratio of the differential arose sections for K*+ and
X"/ in K+p interaetione at 70 GeV/c, compared uitn the
Lund model predietion
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conflicting with the predictions of both formulae (2) and (3).

: Nevertheless the result appears "closer" to the fragmentation model

prediction (3) than to the recombination model (2) one.

;•"•" The disagreement of the experimental result with the simple versions

: of the models is often attributed to the influence of the sea-quarks. In

. the «derivation* of formulae (2) and (3) one assumes that the phase space

T depends only on the mass of the produced (systems of) hadron(s). However,

- in order to produce a (K*)-system one needs 3 sea-quarks, whereas only

one is needed to produce a K* (assuming that one single valence quark

flies through). The difference in phase 3pace for 3 vs. 1 sea-quarks has

been neglected in the derivation of formulae (2) and (3). The parton

phase space effects are automatically taken into account by e.g. the Lund

Monte Carlo program; the output of this program is compared with data in

figure 6.1. The shape is good agreement; in normalization the model

prediction is about a factor two higher than the data. The latter effect

'r~2 is related to the too large prediction of the K** cross section in the

tf Lund model.
- The above observation does not rule out the quark recombination

4^ model, however. The reason is that calculations concerning this point in

terns of recombination models are only reliable in those regions of phase

t space where the contributions of sea-sea recombination are negligible.

lii From figure 4.6 it can be seen that this restricts the validity of

3, formula (2) to the cases where |xF| > 0.3 both for the resonance and for

• /', the background particles. Staple kinematical arguments indicate that if

;| |x<K*>| = 0.7 and |xK{ > | x j , then x„ s 0.1, i.e. outside the range of

y validity of equation (2). The argument is even stronger for the com-

4] parison of p° and (I»*V)[)G, where for Xp •> 1 the x-value of both pions is
:w:i smaller than 0.3. Calculations have been done for the latter channel

vj removing sea-quark phase space effects [Gerh82]. By parametrizing

resonance decay effects, the range of validity of the recombination model

prediction for R Q R M ( X ) was extended (by brute force) to include the

central region as well. It was found [Gerh82] that in this case also the

recombination model prediction exactly follows the data. Gerhold's

predictie is shown together with the data from [deWo81] in figure 6.2.

m
4f

y'J.
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In all the approaches mentioned above, one is hampered by the

influence of resonance decay, which can only be eliminated in

approximative and model-dependent ways. . A sophisticated way to

discriminate between various models, not only between QRM and QFM but

even between the various fragmentation models, independent of resonance

decay, has been suggested by Ochs and Shimada [OcSh8O]. Their method is

based on a detailed study of charge and energy flow in quark jets as a

b l x

b l x

K+p at 32 GeV/c

- 1

XF == p[

m

Figure 6.2: The ratio of the differential arose sections for p° and
n+n~ in K^p interactions at 147 GeV/c, compared with the
Gerhold recombination model prediction
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Table 6.1: Results for the asymptotic values of the ratio dQ/dE as a
function of X according to [0cSh80] from two-jet models with
different parametrizations for the momentum distributions f(z) of
the fast valence quark.

ï
function of the variable X = cot9/Ejet, where 9 denotes the angle of the

particle with the jet axis and Ej e t the total energy of the jet.

Distributions in terms of this variable are expected to be approximately

cluster-invariant, implying that these distributions are insensitive to

whether the particles in the jet are produced either directly or through

resonance decay [OcSt77].

Andersson and Gustafson [And?9b] have pointed out that in recursive I

C j

I

Parametrization for f(z)

Pion Fragmentation

[6(z)+8(1-z)]/2

1

6z.(i_z)

6U-0.5)

Proton Fragmentation

6(z)

105 _ 2

"Ï6~

20z . ( 1 . z ) 3

6(z-0.33)

dQ
— f or X -> 0
dE

-0.5«log MX

1.5

1

' 0.67+0.33«S(MX)

1.75

1.39

1

dQ
— for X -> oo
dE

0.5

-0.67

0.75

1

0.67

0.82

0.85

1

Reference

[And77 ]

[Dias78]

[Dias78]

equal momenta

As for n

n

ii

n

til}.

m
I

M is a phenomenological parameter in the order of 0.35 GeV/c
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cascade models one would expect approximate proportionality between the

energy flow dE/dX and the charge flow dQ/dX as a function of X, assuming

that only a single quark fragments. However, 'according to calculations by

Ochs and Shimada, extreme slowing down of one of the valence quarks (a

so-called strong "held-back effect") would lead to a significant and

measurable increase in the ratio dQ/dE at small values of X. Most

fragmentation models require a strong held-back effect and therefore a

high peak at small X values. The parametrizations of some quark

distributions used in a number of existing models are presented in table

6.1 together with the prediction for dQ(X) in the limits X-> 0 and X-»oo
dE

made by Ochs and Shimada. The expected distributions [OcSh8O] are also
shown in figure 6.3. Indeed the asymptotic values are quite sensitive to

the details of the models.

However, in [Aji83b] it was subsequently shown that

(i) only a small low-X enhancement is present in K+p-data at 32 and

70 GeV/c; see figure 6.4.

(ii) only a small increase at low X is predicted by the recent Lund

fragmentation model [And8i], which otherwise closely follows

the data in the whole X-range (see also figure 6.4).

It has also been shown that in the case of a less evident held-back

effect the discriminative power of the Ochs-Shimada method is only

marginal. The calculations by Ochs and Shimada were over-optimistic in as

far that they were based on very early and rather simplified versions of

the quark fragmentation models. In more recent models the held-back

effect is indeed much weaker (or even absent), although still stronger in

DTU than in the present Lund model [And8i3. For a quark recombination

model the expected result is that there will be no significant spike at

all. Within presently available statistics there is thus little or no

hope that this method can help to discriminate between the various

models.

Other approaches have been suggested, for example studies of charge

transfer and of the ratio [(dH+/dy*)/(dll+/dyll)]|y»_0, where y is the

rapidity variable used before and defined in chapter 2. In [PaSu82] the

authors claim that the experimental results clearly rule out all single

chain fragmentation models. Again however the assumptions must have been

m

I
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oversimplified: a Lund Monte Carlo, i.e. a rather realistic

implementation of a single chain model, reproduces the dN/dy ratio data

very well [deWo83].

We must conclude that until now no approach has unambiguously and

definitely ruled out any of the models. Maybe this is not so astonishing

in view of the reasoning which has been presented in section 3.4. There

we made the statement that recombination and fragmentation models differ

mainly in the position where the process is cut into two. As an

illustration of this interpretation of the difference we show in figure

v-.-i

,i '-'t

•••'j

I

0 0.5 1 0.5 0 0.5 1 0.5 0

1

A

Figure 6.3: The prediction for dQ/dE ae a function of \ in various
quark fragmentation models

&
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6.5 again the constituent quark and parton flow in both types of models,

together with the positions of the cut.

It still remains an open question which reaction mechanism is at

work and which quarks are more relevant or more prominent in soft

processes: the ones described by recombination models or the ones in

fragmentation approaches? Maybe the answer cannot be given by lov?~pt
physics alone, but only by means of detailed and accurate

(high-statistics) comparisons between soft hadronic interactions, deep

inelastic lepton nucleon scattering and electron positron annihilation.

Maybe the answer will never be given. By its very nature a low-pt process

is of necessity a many-quark process. For some aspects of collective

'f

h;

' ; • • • <

; \

Lü

-o

a

2.

1.75

1.5

1.25

1.

0.75

0.5

0.25

0.

Proton

fragmentation

Meson

fragmentation
-•A}

0.5 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.5

_
X I

Figure 6.4: The ratio dQ/dE ae a function of \ ae obaeruec! in
interactions at 70 Ge V/e, compared with the predietion
from the Lund Monte Carlo
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quark behaviour one model works best; for other aspects a different model

works better. In both situations the 'detailed' properties of the

quark-partons involved are often washed out by the low-pt model

approximations needed to come to simple 'collective' predictions.

if.
i

5 . a ) QRM

FCx)

5 . b ) QFM

Fix) Dhtx)

Figure 6.S: A sketch of the similaritiee and the differences between

(a) Reeombination Models and (b) Fragmentation Models

V'l;

HA
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SUMMARY
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This thesis describes comparisons of data from soft collisions

between hadrone with various models.

Most of the data used in the comparisons were taken in three

exposures of the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) to a 70 GeV/c K+

beam. These exposures took place at the MOO GeV/c Super Proton

Synchrotron of the European Laboratory for Nuclear Research (CERN) at

Geneva. Approximately 100,000 K+p interactions have been analysed by six

laboratories (Brussels, CERN, Genova, Mons, Nijmegen and Serpukhov).

The advantage of using K+'s as incident particles is the fact that

they have a non-zero strangeness quantum number. The carrier of this

quantum number is the so-called strange quark, i.e. one of the

constituents of the interacting kaon. The benefit of using a large bubble

chamber as a detector is the fact that also strange final state

particles, in particular the neutral ones, can be studied with a rather

high detection efficiency. In this thesis we use these advantages to

study the behaviour of the strange valence quark in the interactions. An

additional advantage of using a bubble chamber is the full solid angle

acceptance. Therefore detection inefficiencies and biases are minimal.

The comparisons of the obtained data with models are done on the

level of Lorentz-invariant longitudinal momentum distributions, the

so-called longitudinal "structure functions". For the aim of our

comparisons we have extracted the n", n* and Kn structure functions from

the raw bubble chamber measurements.

Most of the phenomenological models which have recently been

developed to describe the longitudinal structure functions are either

Quark Recombination or Quark Fragmentation models. The main features of

both types of models are illustrated by comparing the oldest (and

simplest) versions of those models to the longitudinal structure function

for prompt (i.e. directly produced) fast K n is. Both models agree with
8
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data, provided one uses rather different momentum distributions for the

quarks in the incident kaon. Despite this phenomenological success,

fundamental shortcomings are present in major ingredients of these

models.

Some of the shortcomings in the standard recombination model are

removed by extending the model to the so-called "valon model". In the

valon model a hadron consists of two (or three) so-called valons, i.e

clusters of partons (quarks, anti-quarks and gluons) that have evolved

from a single valence quark. The momentum distribution of the valons in a

hadron can be determined using form-factors (in the case of a proton) or

symmetry arguments and/or counting rules (in the case of pions and

kaons). The parton distributions in the valons are parametrized in a way

consistent with Regge predictions. The remaining two parameters are

fitted to our data on the inclusive T»~ structure function. Using the

obtained parameter values a satisfactory parameter-free prediction for

the p -> ii+ and p -> K+ structure functions is obtained. Comparison of the

prediction for the deep inelastic structure function vW2(x) with data at

various Q^-values suggests that in soft hadronic collisions the hadrons

are probed typically at Q2-values in the order of < 1 GeV2.

The fact that the valon model seems to give a consistent description

of various aspects of hadron fragmentation supports the hypothesis that

this model can be used to probe the internal structure of e.g. pions,

kaons and hyperons. For this purpose we have succesfully fitted the valon

model prediction for K* •» Kn with our inclusive prompt Kn data. We have

thus used the model to extract the valence quark distributions in a kaon,

as probed in soft hadronic interactions.

A different approach to study soft hadronic interactions is pt-vided

by the quark fragmentation models. We have tested the Lund fragmentation

model by comparing its predictions for the tT, c+, Kn, A and A structure

functions with our data. All agree rather well with the data, although

the A prediction is more backward than the data (but still acceptable).

The situation is considerably worse in the case of inclusive vector meson

production. The prediction for the ratio of the K*+ and K*° cross

sections is 1.8, i.e. in disagreement with the data which prefer a ratio

of 1.

Si
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A first attempt to study correlations between final state particles

has been done by comparing predictions for triggered pion distributions

with data. The agreement is excellent. Also the invariant structure

function for pion pair production is well described, except for the

central region which is treated in an oversimplified way by the Lund

model.

This central region is treated more consistently in the Dual

Topologieal Unitarization (fragmentation) approach. As an illustration of

the success of these models we have compared the parameter-free

prediction of the Capella et al. version for the fragmentation of protons

into n+ and n~ with our data. The agreement is good.

All the models tested seem to give a satisfactory description of the

structure functions for inclusive pseudoscalar production. This raises

the question, which of the models is closest to physical reality. We have

discussed a few methods which have been proposed in the literature to

study this problem. In practice the discriminative power of many of those

methods appears limited due to theoretical and/or experimental

uncertainties.

It will be one of the most interesting future tasks of low-pfc

hadronic physics to find ways to distinguish between the various existing

models. Presumably detailed comparisons between high-statistics hadronic,

deep inelastic and e+e" data are required to perform this difficult task.

ft
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TITEL EN SAMENVATTING

TESTS VAN MODELLEN VOOR SOFT INCLUSIEVE HADRONISCHE REACTIES C

Dit proefschrift beschrijft vergelijkingen van een aantal modellen -i

met gegevens over interacties tussen hadronen. De deeltjes die in deze •[

interacties worden geproduceerd hebben in het algemeen kleine ,f

impulscomponenten loodrecht op de bundelrichting, hetgeen er op duidt dat

de processen van vrij 'zachte', aard zijn.

Het merendeel van de gebruikte data is afkomstig van drie f

bestralingen van het grote Europese bellenvat BEBC met een 70 Ge V/e K+ '

bundel. Deze bestralingen vonden plaats bij het 400 GeV/c Super Proton

Synchrotron van het Europese Centrum voor Kernonderzoek (CERN) te Geneve.

Circa 100.000 K+p interacties zijn geanalyseerd door zes laboratoria, te >••

weten Brussel, CERN, Genua, Mons, Nijmegen en Serpukhov.

Een bundel van K+ deeltjes is interessant vanwege het vreemdheids-

quantumgetal van deze deeltjes. De drager van dit quantumgetal is de

zogenaamde vreemde quark, een van de bouwstenen van het K+ deeltje. Het

nut van een groot bellenvat als detektor is het feit dat ook de vreemde ;;

deeltjes in de eindtoestand - met name de neutrale - op efficiënte wijze :""

kunnen worden gedetekteerd. In dit proefschrift zullen we van deze beide

voordelen gebruik maken om het gedrag van de vreemde quark gedurende de

interactie te bestuderen. Een verder voordeel van een bellenvat is het

feit dat alle geladen uitgaande deeltjes kunnen worden gemeten, ongeacht ,

hun richting. De inefficiënties en systematische fouten zijn
4

dientengevolge minimaal. j
De vergelijkingen van de verkregen data met modellen worden gelaan -

op het niveau van Lorentz-invariante longitudinale impulsverdelingen, de f
zogenaamde longitudinale struktuurfunkties. Teneinde de genoemde
vergelijkingen te kunnen uitvoeren, hebben we de n+, v~ en Kn .,

*!
I
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struktuurfunkties bepaald, uitgaande van de meetgegevens.

Veel van de recentelijk ontwikkelde phenomenologische modellen voor

de beschrijving van struktuurfunkties zijn ofwel van het quark

recombinatie of van het quark fragmentatie type. De belangrijkste

kenmerken van beide klassen van modellen worden geïllustreerd aan de hand

van vergelijkingen van twee oude (en relatief eenvoudige) versies van

deze modellen met de struktuur functie voor direkt geproduceerde Kn

deeltjes. Beide modellen beschrijven de data goed, maar hierbij dient te

worden aangetekend, dat de gebruikte impulsverdelingen van de

valentie-quarks in het kaon sterk verschillen per model. Ondanks dit

phenomenologische succes, zijn er toch in beide modellen een aantal fun-

damentele tekortkomingen aan te wijzen.

Een deel van de tekortkomingen in het hierboven genoemde standaard

recombinatie model is ondervangen door een uitbreiding naar het

zogenaamde valon model. In dit model bestaat een hadron uit twee of drie

zogenaamde valons,, d.w.z. klusters van partonen (quarks, anti-quarks en

gluonen) die ontstaan zijn uit een enkel valentie-quark. De

impulsverdelingen van de valons kunnen worden bepaald uit vormfaktoren

(in het geval van protonen) of uit symmetrie overwegingen en/of "counting

regels" (in het geval van pionen en kaonen). De impulsverdelingen van

partonen in valons zijn geparametriseerd met inachtneming van

voorspellingen van Regge theorie. In deze pararaetriseringen zijn twee

vrije parameters aanwezig, waaraan we waarden hebben toegekend met behulp

van een fit aan de inclusieve n~ struktuurfunktie. Deze waarden hebben we

vervolgens als input gebruikt om parameter-loze voorspellingen te doen

voor de p -> u+ en p -> K + struktuur funkties. De resultaten zijn

bevredigend. Vergelijking van een voorspelling voor de diep inelastische

atruktuurfunktie Wp(x) met experimentele gegevens voor verschillende

waarden van Q2 (kwadraat van de vier-impuls overdracht) geeft aan, dat in

soft hadronische botsingen de hadronen bestudeerd worden bij een

effektieve Q2 in de orde van < 1 GeV2.

Het valon model schijnt derhalve een redelijk en consistent beeld te

geven van verscheidene aspekten van hadron fragmentatie. Dit schenkt

vertrouwen in de mogelijkheid om met behulp van het valon model de

interne struktuur van bijvoorbeeld pionen, kaonen en hyperonen te

•• k
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bepalen. Daartoe hebben we ">« rspellingen van het valon model gefit aan

de hierboven reeds genoemde prompt Kn verdeling. Aldus konden we het

model gebruikten om de impulsverdelingen van -de valentie-quarks in een K+

te bepalen.

Een volledig andere benadering worot gevolgd in de quark ':

fragmentatie modellen. We hebben het Lund fragmentatie model getest door \

zijn voorspellingen voor de W~, c+, Kn, A en A struktuurfunkties te *

vergelijken met onze experimentele verdelingen. De overeenkomst is in het

algemeen goed, zij het dat de voorspelling voor het A-spektrum iets te |i

veel A's met kleine impulsen bevat. De situatie is aanzienlijk slechter J5

in het geval van inclusieve vektor meson productie: het model voorspelt >

een waarde 1.8 voor de verhouding van de K*+ en K ° werkzame doorsneden, ,

terwijl de data aangeven dat de verhouding in de buurt van 1 zou moeten }

liggen. £

We hebben voorspellingen voor getriggerde pion verdelingen ,*

vergeleken met de data, dit als een eerste aanzet tot het bestuderen van

correlaties tussen de verschillende deeltjes in de eindtoestand. De

overeenkomst is uitstekend. Ook de invariante struktuurfunktie voor pion '

paar produktie is goed, met uitzondering van het centrale gebied, dat {

inderdaad op een ietwat overgesimplificeerde manier wordt beschreven in £-

het Lund model. • -•
VI-

Dit centrale gebied wordt aanzienlijk consistenter behandeld in de /:'

zogenaamde Duale Topologische Unitarisatie benadering. Als een voorbeeld "f.

van het phenomenolc*ische succes van deze fragmentatie modellen hebben we f,

parameter-loze voorspellingen van het model van Capella voor inclusieve §

il" en c+ produktie vergeleken met de data. Ook dit model geeft hier goede

resultaten.

Bovenstaande leidt tot de vaststelling dat al de hierboven genoemde |

modellen in het algemeen behoorlijk goede resultaten geven met betrekking ^

tot de longitudinale impulsverdelingen voor pionen en kaonen. Deze ^

constatering werpt onmiddellijk de vraag op, welk van de modellen de ^

physische realiteit het best benadert. In dit proefschrift hebben we

enkele methodes genoemd en getest die in de literatuur zijn voorgesteld p:;

om deze vraag te kunnen beantwoorden. In de praktijk blijkt dat deze ftj
methodes toch minder discriminerend vermogen hebben dan men op het eerste ;!
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gezicht zou verwachten; dit is meestal te wijten aan te grote

theoretische en/of experimentele onzekerheden.

Het zal een van de interessante toekomstige taken van de fysica van

de soft hadronische interacties zijn te blijven zoeken naar manieren om

de beschikbare modellen te kunnen onderscheiden. Het is waarschijnlijk

dat de oplossing uiteindelijk zal komen uit gedetailleerde vergelijkingen

tussen hadron-hadron, diep Inelastische lepton-hadron en

electron-positron experimenten met grote statistiek.

?r
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